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 Spring Alive!
“Now that it’s spring, get your dog on heartworm prevention.”

By now spring has sprung, and 
it’s time to get ready for outdoor 
adventures with our pets! 

For dogs and cats spending more time out-
doors, that means parasites including fleas, 
ticks, and heartworms. Although in general 

we like to think that there is less of a heartworm 
risk in the mountains, we must also keep in mind 
that by taking your dog down to the city in your 
car, to visit friends or relatives, or to run errands 
into town, your pet is at risk from getting bitten 
by a mosquito and getting heartworm disease. 
Once you leave the Turkey Creek Canyon and 
head east past C-470, your pet’s chance of get-
ting heartworm disease dramatically increases. 
My first dog on my own was a husky-type dog 
named Nikki, whom I loved dearly. I had heard of 
heartworm disease, but figured there was no way 
she could get it: no mosquito could penetrate her 
thick, luxurious fur! I was so wrong. She ended 
up testing positive for heartworm disease. It was 
a very devastating pill to swallow, so to speak. She 
survived the brutal treatment, but it’s still hard 
to forgive myself for letting it happen in the first 
place. Don’t let the same thing happen to you. 
Now that it’s spring, get your dog on heartworm 
prevention. If they haven’t had a recent blood test 
to make sure they are negative, that is your first 
step. Even if you keep them on preventative year 
round, they still need a test every 2 years at least. 
It is rare but it has happened where a dog on year-
round prevention tested positive. The pet must 
have a negative test before starting the monthly 
preventative, or it could make them sick. Cats can 
also get heartworms, so if your cat spends time 
outdoors it is a good idea to get them tested, too. 
Although we are a holistic clinic, we want your 
dogs to be protected (we protect ours). Other 
parasites like fleas and ticks are a separate issue 
and really depend on where you live and your 
pet’s exposure risk. Some of our clients seem to 

have quite an issue with ticks in the summer, and 
a few have fleas as well. We can speak to you indi-
vidually about those risks and what you might 
want to use, both conventional and holistically, to 
discourage these external parasites. Heartworms, 
however, are a different story. Your dog needs a 
heartworm test every year if not on prevention 
year round. Also, we have several heartworm- 
positive dogs in our practice who we are treat-
ing with powerful herbs instead of the usual toxic 
chemicals. And they are happy, playful, and get-
ting better every time we see them. 

Another unique feature of our practice is that 
springtime temperature fluctuations mean it’s 
time for us to get flooded (get it?!) with calls 
about sick fish. Any fish in a pond that went into 
a dormant state, like koi, to survive the winter, 
are now waking up. And if they had any kind 
of mild illness before the winter shut down, it 

usually resurfaces with a vengeance in the spring 
when the animal’s immune system is still not 
100%. A koi fish immune system shuts down 
to virtually nothing when the water temperature 
drops much below 55F, so parasites and bacteria 
can really take a stronghold on the animal during 
these times. As the fish are waking up, so are the 
parasites, so it’s a battle to see who warms up 
and wins first! Having a way to quarantine your 
fish should they need treatment for anything is 
always a best practice for any fish pond hobbyist. 
If you need help getting that set up, just let us 
know; we are happy to help. 

We are also excited to announce that we now 
have our new website up and running, aspen-
parkvet.com. Please give it a look if you have not 
already done so. There you can find more infor-
mation about our wellness plans, which more 
folks are signing up for every month. This makes 

me happy because they were a lot of work for us. 
We wanted to create something of real value for 
our clients, and clients signing up lets us know 
we did something good. Of course don’t forget 
to sign up for our newsletter, consider (even a 
small) monthly donation to the ResqRanch.
org if you haven’t already, and subscribe to our 
YouTube channel, the 1DrQ, for informative 
animal health videos and ResqRanch updates. 
Here’s to a fun and safe spring full of socially dis-
tanced fun and adventure!

Aspen Park Veterinary Hospital is located  
at 25871 Duran Ave. Conifer, CO 80433.  

You can call the hospital at  
(303) 838-3771 (838-DrQ1) or  

visit them at www.aspenparkvet.com  
or www.DrQandU.org. 

We are excited to announce that we now have our  
new website up and running, aspenparkvet.com.



AprilApril  beneficiary
To date, Your Mountain Connection has donated more than $118,000 to a local nonprofits.  

Evergreen resident Margo Hamilton is the volunteer beneficiary coordinator for Your Mountain Connection.  
She has an extensive background working with nonprofits and writes to help people better understand each other.

TEENS LIVING IN THE AGE OF ANXIETY
BY MARGO HAMILTON

Psychologists have rightly named this era 
the “Age of Anxiety.” Hideous hate is now 
directed at anyone, no matter their age, 

race, politics, religion, disability, sexual iden-
tity, appearance, clothing, tats, or diet prefer-
ences. Opinion rather than fact dominates news 
sources. The effect of all this negativity is increas-
ing depression, sleep deprivation, anxiety, addic-
tion issues, even suicide. So how does all of this 
impact our younger generation? Glad you asked!

When we’re blessed to win the trust of teens, 
they open their hearts and share their truths that 
often reveal the cause and effect of their emo-
tional woundedness.

Resilience1220 has my utmost praise because 
they offer free, confidential counseling for young 
people between the ages of 12 and 20. Executive 
Director Heather Ning Aberg was raised in 
Evergreen and has witnessed a rise in both sui-
cides and mental health hospitalizations. In her 
words, “I felt a call to action was necessary as 
people in the mountains have limited resources 
to counseling, and there exists a stigma around 
receiving help for mental distress.” 

I actively seek resources and programs not only 
for our beneficiary column, but also as referrals 
for those in need. Jefferson Center was offering 
Helping Kids Thrive in early March aimed at par-
ents needing “practical information to help chil-
dren and youth grow in positive ways.” I reached 
out to Sam Taylor, Regional Youth Suicide 
Prevention Coordinator at Jefferson Center to 
receive more information about the March pro-
gram. When she mentioned Heather was a pre-
senter, I knew I had to reach out to Heather for 
her insight on how I could raise awareness about 
“how to grow kids in positive ways.” Being the 
intuitive she is, she quipped, “Talk to the kids 
directly”; then she went one step further and 
introduced me to three amazing kids who were 
willing to talk to me about tough issues.

A current 8th grader, 
victimized by bullying, 
spoke to me through 
her tears. That’s all it 
took for mine to fall as 
well. Kids started bul-
lying her at the tender 
age of 5. Bullying didn’t 
end in kindergarten. It 
followed her to social 
media as she became 
older. Her insight was 
mind-blowing: “No 
one ever asked me if I 
felt safe. Adults have 
the power to intervene 
when kids bully kids, 
but they don’t. Some 
kids know how import-
ant it is to accept one 
another, to quit hating, 
and the need to keep 
future generations from 
hating. It’s all about 
how you were raised. If 
you have hate in your 
heart you act it out. Watching the news is a scary 
thing when you see adults bullying and hating 
one another. I started carrying a pocketknife for 
protection, then found other kids that were bul-
lied. I didn’t have to carry the pocketknife after 
I met them. I finally found friends I felt safe to 
be with.”

My next conversation was with a savvy 16-year-
old who was born with a pigmentation issue on 
her knees. “I was bullied because my knees were 
different until I started attending middle school. 
I had had enough of it and started standing up 
for myself, which worked, but it was then I 
started noticing how adults undermine teenagers 
and generalize that we ‘all’ make bad decisions. 

I’ve struggled with 
mental health issues 
that includes depres-
sion, anxiety, ADD, 
and ADHD. Attending 
school prior to COVID 
kept me from over-
thinking these issues, 
but teachers bullied me 
with comments such 
as ‘you’re not apply-
ing yourself,’ ‘you’re 
not trying,’ ‘you’re not 
present.’ They made 
me feel like a failure. 
My parents believed 
my teachers when my 
grades suffered. No one 
seemed to realize my 
grades suffered because 
no one believed in 
me. Then there’s the 
issue of suicide kids 
are struggling with 
including alcohol and 
drug addiction. Social 

media contributes to their depression, anxiety 
and suicidal tendencies. There’s a constant need 
to be liked on social media. We strive for ‘likes,’ 
and not getting ‘likes’ is depressing. There’s not 
enough counselors in the schools to help, so kids 
are trying to help each other. We listen to one 
another. Adults undermine our opinions because 
we’re teenagers, but that doesn’t mean their opin-
ions are more important than ours.”

A 15-year-old whose mental health is spiral-
ing due to Zoom classes boldly shared, “I have 
depression and I think depression is easy to 
spot. Your behavior changes. You go from being 
super happy to super sad and you feel hated. 
Hate screws up everything. Look at America; it’s 

screwed up because of hate. It seems everyone 
is attacking everyone, which is causing extreme 
anxiety. So I escape to my happy place. I’m a 
computer nerd, and once you’re classified as a 
nerd, that label sticks. You’re categorized and 
there’s no escaping it. For nerds like me, there’s 
no climbing the social ladder. If you accidentally 
hurt someone’s feelings, you’re never forgiven 
because you’re a nerd. My international online 
friends are well rounded. We listen to differing 
viewpoints from one another. It doesn’t matter 
how great we are with technology. Online school 
spiked my anxiety and depression. My grades 
dropped because it’s hard to hear everything and 
everyone. I don’t need to be an outcast because 
of my mental health issues and my dropping 
grades. That makes kids feel suicidal, and it’s hard 
to stop feeling suicidal. If it weren’t for my nerd 
friends, I would feel there’s no future and why 
should I care? Trust has been broken because 
people I have confided in betrayed my trust. But 
through that I learned not to dwell on the nega-
tive and to be sensitive to others even if they’re 
not sensitive to me. Depression is a case-by-case 
thing. Depression messes people up, especially 
if they don’t have a positive outlet. Kids need to 
be imaginative. Don’t limit our dreams. Schools 
need to broaden outlets so everything’s not about 
sports, grades or being popular. I believe I have 
a future career in the technology I’m interested 
in, but it’s not being supported by my school. 
Schools need to quit alienating students who 
are different. We need to find our hopes and our 
dreams when we’re young, even if we’re not part 
of the mainstream.”

Are we listening to the wisdom of our youth? 
Heather claims, “Our community needs to listen 
to our kids and validate their feelings. Parents 
give hugs and touch when appropriate. Our 
teens are really missing that, and above all, listen, 
listen, listen!”
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I’m Just Sayin’…
Think Spring

Jeff Smith owner/publisher

It’s hard to think spring after a two-foot snow 
last weekend. As I write this I am getting ready 
to go to southern California for a few days. We 

need the snow and the moisture for sure. Maybe 
in a little smaller doses. April is a busy month. 
Easter on April 12th. Earth Day on the 22nd. Tax 
day has been moved to May 17. April Fools Day 
and of course National Beer Day on the 7th. Oh, 
and don’t forget Husband Appreciation Day on 
the 18th.

The Governor declared level Blue last month, 
which lets restaurants go to 50% capacity. That 
may help a little, but they still have to maintain 
distance between tables and they only have so 
much room to work with. It would be nice if he 
would open things up in April and let them get 
back to doing real business. Retail needs it too. 
They aren’t all big box stores! It seems banks are 
being the silliest. Lobbies closed, etc. I do most 
of my banking with my phone now and photos 
for deposits. Maybe we don’t really need physical 
banks — hmm!

Broncos – Too early? Maybe, but things are 
happening. Phillip Lindsay is gone, and Von 
Miller is here at least for another year. Mike 
Boone here for two years. The NFL draft starts 
April 29th

College Basketball – March Madness starting, 
and Big Ten leads with 9 teams in the brackets. 
As usual there will be upsets, and a 13 seed will 
probably knock off a 4 seed. Hawks could go two 
rounds — maybe one more.

Nuggets – Sort of hanging around. They need 
a burst of wins.

Avalanche – Still in good shape in their divi-
sion. Need to stay healthy and win at home.

Quackadilly says:  
“The promise of Spring’s arrival is enough to get 

anyone through the bitter winter.” 
— Jen Selinsky
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“No one ever asked me if I felt safe. Adults have the power  
to intervene when kids bully kids, but they don’t.”

“When we’re blessed to win the 
trust of teens, they open their 

hearts and share their truths.”

Photo by Liz Allen from freeimages.com

from the experts

In memory

We don’t usually do obituar-
ries, but on February 8th, 
Barb Lombardi passed away. 

Barb was a long-time resident and shop 
owner in Marshdale. Barb opened her 
upholstery shop in Marshdale over 
40 years ago at 6949 Highway 73 and 
served several generations with her 
upholstery services. She also owned the 
coffee shop next door for several years. 
Barb, 78, had three children, five grand-
children, and one great-grandchild. You 
never had to wonder where Barb stood 
on current issues. She was outspoken 
and she was fun to debate and talk with. 
Barb will be missed.

Grow your community...

Buy Local!

—  E V E R G R E E N  H E A L T H  I N S U R A N C E  —

Annual Physical Exam  
vs. Annual Wellness Visit

BY ED REGALADO

Even if you generally don’t spent 
much time in a doctor’s office, you 
should schedule an annual visit 
with your primary care physician. 
Preventive care is an important 
tool for catching problems early. 
The sooner a medical problem is 
detected, the better your chances 
for correcting it. 

If you’re in the Medicare 
system, whether you stayed with 
original Medicare or switched to 
an Advantage plan determines 
how your preventive care is han-
dled. Original Medicare provides 
one Annual Wellness Visit, and 
Advantage plans provide one 
Annual Physical Exam. They 
sound similar, but they are very 
DIFFERENT, and not knowing the 
difference can potentially cost you 
money. A client of mine was shocked to receive a 
bill for over $300 after the annual physical exam 
she thought was covered by Medicare WASN’T.

If you have original Medicare and a Supplement 
plan, be warned that if you schedule an “Annual 
Physical Exam,” your plan won’t cover it! That’s 
right. Medicare DOES NOT COVER annual 
exams. Instead, Medicare allows enrollees an 
Annual Wellness Visit (AWV); similar — but 
different. During your AWV, you and your doctor 
create a personalized prevention plan by review-
ing your health information and answering a 
series of questions. There is no exam, treatment, 
or testing provided during this visit. If you want 
a true exam with blood work, and/or other test-
ing, do so at a follow-up appointment rather 
than during the annual wellness visit. Discuss the 
difference with your doctor.

Medicare Advantage plans include an Annual 
Physical Exam. This is the exam most of us think 
of when we think about our “annual check-up”. 

It includes blood work and other 
tests. These annual exams are 
included in all Advantage plans at 
no cost and should be done every 
year. If you are on an Advantage 
plan, schedule your annual phys-
ical well ahead of time, because it 
can take several months to get an 
appointment. You can also sched-
ule a blood draw a week prior 
to your exam, so the doctor will 
have the results to share with you 
at your appointment.

A common complaint I hear 
from clients is that their doctor 
visits seem to be more rushed 
than in the past. Medicine is 
becoming more of a “business” 
run not by the doctor but by 
corporations with their rules and 
restrictions. I recently went in for 

my Annual Physical Exam and was pleased that 
my Evergreen doctor didn’t rush me, went over 
my test results and allowed time to ask questions 
and go over any concerns I had about my health. 

If you feel rushed, let your doctor know.
Should you have any questions about 

Medicare, especially if you are turning 65 soon, 
please give us a call. We can help make sense of 
all that material you’ve been getting in the mail 
and help you determine which Medicare options 
may best suit you.

Our services are free to you, and we are happy 
to discuss any questions or concerns you may 
have.

Ed and Dana Regalado are certified brokers. 
Their office is located at 27945 Meadow Drive, 
Evergreen, CO 80439. They can be reached at  

303-674-1945 or send an email to: 
edregalado46@gmail.com. 

“Medicine is 
becoming more of 

a ‘business’ run not 
by the doctor but 
by corporations.”
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from the experts from the experts

—  B U F F A L O  PA R K  D E N T I S T R Y   —

Do Wisdom Teeth  
Really Make You Smarter?

BY ALEX ROBERTS

You have likely heard of wisdom 
teeth or seen videos of delirious 
teenagers after they have had 
them removed. It seems coun-
terintuitive that we develop teeth 
that most people will need to 
have removed, so let’s talk about 
what wisdom teeth are, and what 
you should know about having 
them removed on yourself or 
your children. 

Wisdom teeth are the third and 
last set of molars to erupt. They 
begin forming around the age of 
10 and show up in the back of 
the mouth in the late teens or 
early twenties. This is the basis 
for the nickname “wisdom teeth,” 
because this is thought to be 
when we become more mature and wise, though 
some may argue this point!

According to anthropologists, wisdom teeth 
were necessary for our ancestors who needed a 
lot of teeth to chew tough things like nuts, leaves, 
roots, and meat. Our diets have evolved and we 
no longer need all of those teeth, which is good 
since our jaws are smaller.

The number of wisdom teeth a person has can 
vary. Some people never get wisdom teeth and 
some people have 6. Some people can have them 
their whole lives with no problem. Approximately 
85% of wisdom teeth will need to be removed.

Because human jaws are smaller, wisdom teeth 
can become blocked by the teeth that are already 
there. They typically grow horizontally and com-
monly erupt only part of the way into the mouth, 
if at all (this is called being impacted). If the 
wisdom tooth partially erupts, it can be difficult 

to brush and floss the area. Food 
and bacteria can get trapped in 
the gum tissue, which can cause 
a potentially severe infection or 
tooth decay. Decay or gum disease 
can affect the neighboring tooth, 
causing damage to this tooth as 
well. 

Regular dental visits and x-rays 
are the best way to monitor 
wisdom teeth and determine if it 
is time to get them out. Around 
the age of 15 – 16 is typically 
when your dentist will begin to 
consider removing the wisdom 
teeth. If you experience any symp-
toms such as pain at the tooth 
site, swelling of the gums, diffi-
culty eating, jaw aches or head-

ache, stiffness of your jaw, an unpleasant taste in 
your mouth or bad breath, it’s possible that your 
wisdom teeth aren’t growing in properly.

We know that the younger we are, the better 
we heal, so if your dentist expects your wisdom 
teeth to become a problem, extracting them at an 
earlier age is usually recommended. The risk for 
complications with healing increases as we get 
older. These issues can include a higher risk for 
nerve damage, tooth or jaw fracture, damage to 
the jaw joint and infection.

See your dentist if you have concerns and they 
can inform you if it is recommended to have your 
wisdom teeth addressed. 

28577 Buffalo Park Rd • Suite 260 
Evergreen, CO 80439  

(303) 674-7741 • buffaloparkdentistry.com

“Regular dental 
visits are the best 
way to monitor 
wisdom teeth.”

—  E Q U I L A N E  L E N D I N G ,  L L C  —

Deductions for Mortgage Interest 
and Mortgage Insurance AND Divorce 

BY WANDA NORGE, MORTGAGE CONSULTANT

Divorcing couples have much on 
their minds, but tax issues are 
not typically a big concern until 
it is time to file tax returns. Who 
gets to claim the mortgage inter-
est deduction is a question that 
typically comes up. It is recom-
mended to seek the input of a tax 
expert in addition to your lawyer 
or mediator during the divorce 
process to ensure that any final 
settlement agreement addresses 
how tax matters will be handled 
during and after the divorce. 

Only individuals who itemize 
deductions can deduct mortgage 
interest.

A Mortgage Interest Statement 
(Form 1098) is issued by the 
mortgage servicer to the principal 
borrower and is also sent to the 
IRS. Borrowers are responsible for determining 
a fair division if there is a co-owner. This also 
applies to non-divorce situations.

Your tax filing status depends on when your 
divorce was finalized. 

The mortgage interest deduction and deduc-
tion for real estate taxes paid for the post-divorce 
period of the year will be determined by the 
terms of the final Order of Divorce or Settlement 
Agreement and how ownership is held following 
the divorce. 

If you were married for the entire tax year, you 
can choose to file a married joint or married single 
return. Anyone who is not married as of December 
31 of the tax year must file a single return.

If the marital home is transferred to one party 

solely as part of a settlement, 
only that ex-spouse may take 
the mortgage interest deduc-
tion. If the house remains owned 
jointly after a divorce, and both 
ex-spouses are still paying the 
mortgage, then the deduction can 
still be split equally. 

If the home was owned in the 
name of only one of the spouses 
during the marriage, only that 
spouse may claim the mortgage 
interest deduction.

If the home was jointly owned 
and the mortgage was paid from a 
joint account during the marriage, 
the mortgage interest deduction 
may be split equally between the 
former spouses for the pre-di-
vorce portion of the year.

Another possible deduction 
that can be treated as home mortgage interest is 
qualified mortgage insurance if it was in connec-
tion with purchasing a new home. The deduc-
tion amount may be limited, depending on your 
adjusted gross income. Mortgage insurance can 
come in several forms. VA loans have a fund-
ing fee, USDA Rural Housing Service loans use 
a guarantee fee, conventional loans have Private 
Mortgage Insurance, and FHA loans also include 
an upfront Mortgage Insurance and monthly 
premium. 

Be sure to consult with your tax advisor on 
these topics for your specific scenario. Use a 
Certified Divorce Lending Professional (CDLP) 
when going through a divorce and real estate or 
mortgage financing is involved.

Wanda Norge, Mortgage Consultant (NMLS: 280102), Certified Divorce Lending Professional 
(CDLP), National Association of Divorce Professionals (NADP), Equilane Lending, LLC  

(NMLS: 387869), 18 yrs exp, 23 yr Evergreen Resident, Phone: 303-419-6568,  
loans@wandanorge.com, www.wandanorge.com

—  E V E R G R E E N  A N I M A L  H O S P I T A L  —

Heartworms, Mosquitos and 
Ticks — Here in the Foothills

BY AUSTIN TEEL, DVM 

It has long been thought by res-
idents and even some veteri-
nary health professionals within 
Jefferson and Park country 
Colorado that we do not have 
significant issues with mosquitos 
and ticks. Until early this year, I 
myself was someone who though 
that protection from them was 
only needed during certain parts 
of the year and that we were 
shielded by both the weather 
and terrain. Due to this long-held 
sentiment within our community, 
many of our animals go long peri-
ods of time throughout the year 
without protection and are sus-
ceptible to both tick-borne illness 
as well as heartworm disease car-
ried by mosquitos.

According to the Companion 
Animal Parasite Council, a well-respected par-
asite research group who collects and tracks 
parasite data throughout the continental United 
States, Park County Colorado has a 2.5% pos-
itivity rate for all canines tested for heartworm 
disease in 2021, meaning 1 in 40 dogs who 
were tested this year were positive. In addition, 
Jefferson County has a 1% positivity rate, or 
1 in 100 animals tested were positive. Given 
this data, we can prove without a doubt that 
mosquitos as well as the diseases they carry are 
here in our community. Due to this information 

and at the recommendation 
of the American Heartworm 
Association, it is recommended 
that all dogs be on heartworm 
prevention year-round. 

In addition to mosquitos 
and the significant threat they 
pose to our animal companions, 
ticks and tick-borne illness also 
pose a significant threat here 
in the foothills. The three most 
common ticks seen in Colorado 
are the brown dog tick, the Rocky 
Mountain wood tick, and the 
American dog tick. The brown 
dog tick is the main vector in 
Colorado for the tick-borne ill-
ness Ehrlichia canis, whereas the 
Rocky Mountain wood tick and 
American dog tick are known vec-
tors (carriers) of Rocky Mountain 

spotted fever and tularemia. According to the 
Companion Animal Parasite Council, in 2020, 
Park and Jefferson counties had a 2.15% positiv-
ity rate for Ehrlichia canis, and so far into 2021 
these percentages have not improved. The posi-
tivity rate for E. canis in both counties is consid-
ered one of the highest in Colorado. Given this 
data, we can again prove without a doubt that 
ticks as well as the diseases they carry are also 
here in our community. Due to this information, 
it is recommended that all dogs and cats be on 
tick prevention year-round. 

Evergreen Animal Hospital • 32175 Castle Ct, Evergreen CO 80439 • (303) 674-4331  
Evergreen Animal Hospital is open every day, excluding major holidays, for urgent care  
and general practice needs. Hours: Monday – Friday 7 am – 7 pm, Sat – Sun 8 am – 5 pm.  

Feel free to contact us anytime at 303-674-4331 or stop in for a tour and to meet our staff.

“It is recommended 
that all dogs 

and cats be on 
tick prevention 
year-round.”

—  M O U N T  E V A N S  H O M E  H E A L T H  C A R E 
&  H O S P I C E  —

April is Occupational Therapy month 
BY KERI JAEGER, PRESIDENT & CEO 

“Medicine adds days to life, occupational therapy adds life to days.”  
— Unknown

For the past 40+ years the 
American Occupational Therapy 
Association has been celebrating 
April as Occupational Therapy 
month. These compassionate 
professionals help people of all 
ages safely recover from or adapt 
to changes from injury, illness, 
disability, or aging through the 
therapeutic use of everyday 
activities (occupations). They 
work with those recovering from 
an injury or illness regain skills 
and also work with aging adults to help them 
remain independent. 

In occupational therapy the person is an 
integral part of the therapy team. Occupational 
therapy practitioners take a holistic approach to 
care, focusing on adapting the environment and/
or task to fit the person. It is an evidence-based 
practice deeply rooted in science.

Mount Evans Home Health Care & Hospice 
is proud to have experienced occupational ther-
apists as a vital part of our integrated care team 
serving our mountain communities. Their work 
helps a person recovering from an injury pre-
pare to climb a fourteener and helps older adults 
continue to enjoy treasured moments with their 
grandchildren. 

Mount Evans’ occupational therapists assess a 
person’s mobility and therapy needs to make sure 
they can continue healing in the safety, familiar-
ity, and comfort of their own homes. They evalu-
ate what kind of adaptive equipment the person 
might need and assess the environment to ensure 
it is safe and make recommendations for equip-
ment and other adaptations if needed. They also 
take into consideration the support the person has 
from other caregivers living with (or near) them. 

Then they work with the 
patient and their caregivers to 
establish realistic benchmarks for 
progress and write an individual-
ized action plan, revising as needs 
evolve. The action plan identifies 
routine tasks that the person will 
need to function and go about 
their daily life, such as making 
sure the patient can get in and 
out of bed, dress themselves, get 
food on the table, and get in and 
out of the shower. While these 

commonplace tasks may seem routine, when 
recovering from injury or illness or adapting to 
disability or cognitive or physical changes from 
aging, re-learning and adapting these activities 
can be incredibly valuable to healing. As a grate-
ful patient explains: “The staff from Mount Evans 
thought of things we never would have thought 
of … better ways to sleep, better ways to move 
around the house, better ways to do everything. 
The staff was a god-send.”

At Mount Evans, we understand the impor-
tance of recovering at home and strive to give 
our patients the therapies, the skills, and most 
importantly, the confidence to maintain their 
independence. 

Mount Evans invites you, our Foothills com-
munity, to join with our staff, administration, 
and board of directors in saying thank you to our 
Occupational Therapy team—the work you do 
helps make every day better!

Keri Jaeger, President & CEO,  
Mount Evans Home Health Care & Hospice 

303-674-6400 | MountEvans.org

“Be sure to consult 
with your tax 

advisor on these 
topics for your 

specific scenario.”

The Pressure Cooker 
BY DUANE REDFORD

“The real reason one competes is for the joy of competition;  
if you’re good enough, winning will take care of itself.”

“I’ve seen better swings on 
a gate,” my buddy spit out 
through his gulp of beer 
after I chunked another 
one off the tee. “Golf ain’t 
my thing,” I hissed back 
after sheathing my club into 
its place in my golf bag. 
“Maybe not,” he quipped, 
“but you sure can cast a fly 
rod.” “One for two will have 
to do,” I said as I stomped 
on the golf cart gas pedal.

That particular golf outing was especially dif-
ficult because I had been practicing hard to get 
better. Practicing harder so I could compete with 
my buddy who is a very accomplished golfer. 
What I began to realize, after a few more holes 
and a few more shanked shots, is that I should 
be enjoying my buddy, the beautiful day, and 
the opportunity to test myself. I vowed that day 
to relax and take what the game afforded me. 
Believe it or don’t, my game improved drastically. 

I’ve seen this situation play out on countless 
fly fishing trips and archery tournaments. Folks 
put so much pressure on themselves, they lose 
the real reason they are participating in the first 
place. I watched a competitor who had a chance 
to win an archery tournament completely botch 
a shot for the win. He turned to the crowd and 
said, “It’s hard to shoot one of these things with 
both hands on your throat.” He was referring 
to shooting his bow without hands, and he 
was right of course. He choked under pressure. 
Maybe he should have reminded himself before 
the shot, that yes, pressure sometimes does exist 
in sport, but putting it into perspective can 

alleviate choking. The real 
reason one competes is for 
the joy of competition; if 
you’re good enough, win-
ning will take care of itself.

I’m not saying that one 
shouldn’t work hard to 
improve; I’m simply saying 
that undue pressures from 
within or without can ruin 
an outing. I’ll have the occa-
sional clients on the river 
who want to compete with 

one another when it comes to fish counts in 
the net. I’ve seen many times one of the anglers 
completely fall to pieces fundamentally and lose 
the ability to simply present, drift, and set. The 
more ribbing thrown his way, the worse it gets. 
At this point, I usually break the tension with a 
comment that only the struggling angler can hear 
that deals with relax, re-focus, and for heaven’s 
sake quit squeezing the water out of the cork fly 
rod handle. I usually follow up this comment by 
saying, “This is fun, dammit!,” and walk away 
with a chuckle.

Mysteriously, after an exchange like that, fun-
damentals and smiles begin to re-appear, the 
clouds part and the sun shines brightly. OK, so I 
took that a bit too far, but you get the idea. Enjoy 
the day, the opportunity, the comradery, and yes, 
enjoy the competition. Just try to keep things in 
perspective, it’s only golf, archery, or fishing…

Fear No Water! 

Duane Redford is a Colorado fly fishing guide, 
author, national speaker, and signature  

fly tyer for Montana Fly Company.  
duaneredford.com @flyfishersplaybook

Enjoy the fish and friends. 

The Sasquatch Chronicles
BY JIM MYERS

“She never saw what hit her, but she said it was as if something 
picked her up and slammed her down on the ground.”

I’ve gotten several calls recently 
from Park County residents who 
have had unusual or alarming 
activity on their property, and 
they’re asking for someone to 
come do an investigation to deter-
mine if Sasquatch is the culprit. 

One family in particular comes 
to mind. They live down in the 
southern portion of our county, 
kind of between Florissant and 
Guffey. They own 20 acres, with 
the main cabin where the parents 
live, and a camper where their 
adult son sleeps. They also own 
several horses that they keep next 
to the main cabin. 

The son contacted me first 
and asked me to call. He’d 
apparently reached out to sev-
eral other Sasquatch researchers 
or research organizations, but 
never received a reply (nothing 
like knowing you’re someone’s 
last choice!). He described some 
pretty wild activity…like some-
thing slapping the side of the 
cabin hard at night, or rocking 
his camper, or seeing glowing eyes (if you’ve 
been reading these articles, you’ll remember me 
writing about Sasquatch eye-shine) around the 
property at night. 

On one occasion, the mom saw a shorter, 
hairy figure standing just outside the reach of 
the motion sensor lights. She thought to herself: 
“People think I’m crazy when I talk about all 
this. I’m going to run over to that thing and grab 
a handful of hair, and prove they’re real!” And 

she proceeded to do just that, 
or at least she tried to. I could 
have told her that no human 
has a hope of running down a 
Sasquatch. She ran as hard as she 
could, but when she got to within 
a few yards of where she last had 
seen the figure, something invisi-
ble stopped her cold and knocked 
her on flat on her butt. She never 
saw what hit her, but she said it 
was as if something picked her 
up and slammed her down on 
the ground. That incident was 
enough to convince her never to 
try chasing two-legged, hairy wild 
men again! 

They have many photos of five-
toed snow tracks all around their 
property, and a few game camera 
images of something with glow-
ing eyes and a large mouth peer-
ing around the corner of a shed. 
I am planning to do an overnight 
investigation, along with my 
buddy John Warn, sometime in 
late March. They’ve had so many 
things happen on that property 

that it’s making John and me a little more ner-
vous than we would normally be about a night 
investigation. I’ll try to write again after we’ve 
been there and survived the night. 

Come by and check out the store and museum 
for yourself! 149 Main Street in Bailey. Open 
every day. You can contact us by writing to:  

info@sasquatchoutpost.com

“So many things 
have happened on 
that property that 
it’s making John 
and me a little 

more nervous than 
we would normally 

be about a night 
investigation.”

—  HARRIS TAX AND WEALTH MANAGEMENT —

New Beginnings and Old Endings
BY MELONY HARRIS

As we say goodbye to the year 
that was and enter the “new 
normal,” it may be a time to 
take a deep breath and assess 
the changes that have occurred. 
Look at how we can embrace 
beginnings and old endings and 
what they can teach us. There 
is much to learn from the expe-
riences of last year as we enter 
summer. The idea of taking 
those lessons and applying them 
to a new understanding of what 
is truly important seems espe-
cially timely.

We all know how the way 
we work has changed (hello, 
Zoom), the way we teach our 
children (who knew you could 
teach in your sweatpants?) and 
the way we shop (Amazon is my 
BFF), but how about our accep-
tance of these new modalities? 
Did anyone guess that not only 
could we survive these changes, 
but actually find there are better 
ways to work, teach and shop? 

How about our families? While there were 
many challenges, we found an appreciation 
for the gatherings, events and milestones that 
families universally participate in. So even 
though Uncle Walter is annoying with his ter-
rible knock-knock jokes, we actually missed 
his corniness. Families can view Netflix so all 
members can watch the same movie in real 
time, all while eating popcorn and providing 

running commentary. 
Early studies are showing that 

the “old way” of doing things has 
spurred a generation of users no 
longer relegated to being labeled 
too old to learn something new. 
PayPal and Chase have reported 
that its fastest-growing user 
group is people over 50. The 
myth that you can’t teach old 
dogs new tricks is being shat-
tered as older Americans are 
becoming more savvy using 
technology. Plus, the working-
from-home model is showing 
more jobs are non-location spe-
cific, which bodes well for young 
and old adults alike. 

The mantra of “I just want to 
go back to the way it was” may 
be a reflection of our old lives, 
our old way of thinking and 
behaving, but we should replace 
it with “this is a new beginning.” 
New beginnings are joyful, 
painful, exciting and uncertain 
all rolled into one, but they are 

great opportunities for change. We don’t know 
what the future brings, but if the past year has 
taught us anything it is that we are resilient 
and adaptable when forced to change. Soon, 
Uncle Walter will be welcomed back to our 
family dinner table, where he will soon tell 
us about the new book we should read called 
Mathematics Made Easy by Cal Q. Lator. 

Melony Harris is a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional.  
A Registered Investment Adviser and Member of FINRA/SIPC. Her office is located at  

7112 W Jefferson Ave. Suite 107, Lakewood, CO 80235. www.wealthmanagementsimplified.com.  
She can be reached at 303-985-7654. Securities and advisory services offered through 

Commonwealth Financial Network®, Member FINRA / SIPC, a Registered Investment Adviser. 
General accounting, tax preparation, and payroll processing services offered  

by Harris Tax & Wealth Management, PC are separate and unrelated to Commonwealth.

“The myth that 
you can’t teach old 
dogs new tricks is 
being shattered as 
older Americans 

are becoming 
more savvy using 

technology.”
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You can’t buy happiness... 

but you can Buy Local!

It’s kind of the  
Same Thing.

When you buy from 
a small business an 
Actual Person  

does a little   
Happy Dance.

Aspen Park  • Bailey • Conifer • Evergreen  • Kittredge  • PineAspen Park  • Bailey • Conifer • Evergreen  • Kittredge  • Pine
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Shop and Dine Local
285 Pizza Pies 
303-838-5354

All-Phase  
Plumbing & Heating 

303-838-7204

Aspen Park Vet 
855-377-2638

Big O Tires Evergreen 
303-526-1100

The Bistro 
303-674-7670

Buffalo Park  
Dentistry 

303-674-7741

Castles & Kitchens 
castlesandkitchens.com

Colorado Furniture 
303-838-4669

Creative Interiors  
Design 

303-758-5800

Crystal Cowgirl 
303-674-6918

Delwood Square  
Liquors 

303-838-0484

Equilane Lending 
303-419-6568

Evergreen  
Animal Hospital 

303-674-4331

Evergreen Crafters 
303-674-3153

Evergreen  
Health Insurance 

303-674-1945

Evergreen  
Memorial Park 

303-674-7750

Fly Fishing Guide 
duaneredford.com

Grant Automotive 
303-697-0225

Harris Tax and Wealth 
Management 
303-985-7674

IREA 
www.IREA.coop

Knotty Pine 
303-838-5679

Mount Evans Home  
Health Care & Hospice 

303-674-6400

Mountain Parks 
Veterinary Hospital 

303-674-3156

Mountain Wood 
Designs 

515-314-9122

On the Move Fitness 
303-816-1426

River Canyon Gallery 
303-838-2950

Rocky Mountain  
Music Exchange 

303-670-1500

Rolling Ridge  
Deck & Home 
303-670-4919

Sasquatch Outpost 
and Museum 

sasquatchoutpost.com

Sunrise Solutions 
303-816-6337

Tuscany Tavern 
303-674-3739

Village Gourmet 
303-670-0717
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CONGRATULATIONS!
NONPROFIT OF THE YEAR:
Bootstraps, Inc.: Since 1945, Bootstraps has 
served more than 2,000 promising mountain-area 
students through scholarships and interest-free 
loans. Many students return to the area to live 
and work, giving back to their neighbors in 
many ways. In partnership with the community, 
Bootstraps helps future generations achieve their 
goals of higher education. All scholarships and 
loans are funded by local individuals, businesses, 
civic groups, and private foundations.

VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR:
Bruce Anderson: Volunteers for the Evergreen 
Rotary Club, Salvation Army Bell Ringing, 
Evergreen Recycle Day, Foothills Home and 
Garden Show, Center for the Arts Evergreen, 
Boogie at the Barn and the Evergreen Chamber, 
and he is in Leadership Evergreen Class of 2019. 
Bruce owns Anderson Insurance Agency with 
Farmers Insurance.

AMBASSADOR OF THE YEAR:
Carol O’Brien: Carol remained fully engaged 
and active at ribbon cuttings and events during 
the pandemic and showed true dedication to 
Chamber members. Carol owns and operates 
Carol O’Brien Architecture.

LEADER OF THE YEAR:
Betsy Hays — Mount Evans Healthcare & 
Hospice: As President of the Evergreen Chamber 
until mid-September, Betsy showed exemplary 
leadership and was a champion for local busi-
nesses. She initiated new programs that were 
instrumental in promoting businesses in the 
mountain community.

YOUTH OF THE YEAR:
Molly Widlund — Conifer High School: Molly 
is an officer of the National Honor Society and 
an athlete, and she helped start the Conifer 
Humanitarian Society club at Conifer High 
School.

No Worries!

Did you miss something in a past issue of Your Mountain Connection? Want to 
revisit an article or featured artist? Not a problem! You can now download full 

versions of our past issues on our web site at: yourmtnconnection.com.  
We will have the current issue and four back issues available. Enjoy...again!

Every month in  

stories are contributed by local residents to inspire 
healthy living, happy families, and community giving.

Our May theme is Mother’s Day!
We’d love to hear what you have to say! 

Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.  
[ Deadline is the 16th of Month.]

Mom and Baby Raccoon — Photo by Holly Simon • Holly@phoxphotos.com 
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April Cover Artist  
Lea Opitz

Lea Opitz has studied art throughout grade 
school, high school, and the Colorado 
Institute of Art. She has never stopped 

studying, teaching, and creating art. (YouTube 
videos are the best!)

Lea loves to create mixed media art, with 
acrylic paint, stencils, paper collage, fabric and 
found objects, whether it is in a painting, a card, 
or a fabric creation! She likes to fabricate cards 
and signs on her computer as well. She also 

makes paper and sun catchers, and she gardens. 
Lea works 60-plus hours a week at her in 

home daycare, where everything is beautifully 
painted and decorated. 

She relaxes by making something special 
every weekend, playing her harp and work-
ing in her amazing flower gardens. Lea lives in 
Arvada, Colorado, with her man Keith Griffin. 
You can see her work on Instagram, Twitter, and 
Facebook.

To commission a painting or a suncatcher please contact mamaleaopitz@gmail.com

Adapting to Spring
BY NANC Y HOUSER-BLUHM

Growing up in Michigan, April showers 
were tolerated by some but welcomed by 
others since everyone knew they brought 

May flowers. Spending the last 22 years at 8400 
feet elevation, one adapts. April snowstorms, tol-
erated by some, bring out late season skiers, but 
rarely May flowers. Midwest gardens are planted 
by the proverbial Mother’s Day plant. Corn 
is knee high by the 4th of July. At 8400 ft., we 
adapt. We plant whenever the ground unfreezes. 
Spring teases for a couple days and disappears for 
what seems interminable time. Consistently we 
can count on fully leafed-out trees the first week 
in June. We celebrate any size harvest as a huge 
success. We adapt. Those who don’t, move back 
to somewhere. 

Our earth, our soil, has been adapting for 
decades on decades. It is growing weary. It too 
may be tired, unable to adapt. But it can’t move. 
I have been learning about regenerative farming 
practices, a conservation approach to food and 
farming systems. It focuses on topsoil regener-
ation, increasing biodiversity, improving water 
cycles, using cover crops, and sequestering 

carbon. I know almost nothing about this topic.  
As a newbie, I highly suggest you do your own 
research. An easy step we took this year was 
letting our garden remain mostly covered with 
leaves and decaying plants; not overturning, and 
exposing the hidden soil, as in the past. Every 
step counts and is welcomed, not merely toler-
ated, by the soil. 

Earth Day is April 22. This year’s theme is 
Restore our Earth. Ya know how useless tidbits 
stick in your brain the best? An earthworm can 
carry a leaf 12 inches underground. How does 
it do that?!? I rarely see earthworms in my yard, 
but now I wonder: do they just not like our 
decomposed granite soil, or has it been our soil 
practices? Food for thought, because where I do 
see them is in our tiny compost pile. 

I have written a fiction novel with wonderful 
fantasy elements and smattered with facts about 
the soil, Whispers for Terra. By reading it, you 
could have some fun and gain insight to a need 
for our earth. If all goes as planned, available by 
Earth Day 2021.

Nancy Houser-Bluhm  •  jnbpine@gmail.com  
nancyhouserbluhm.com

“Spring teases for a couple days 
and disappears for what seems 

interminable time.”
A Little History of 
Our State Flower 

The columbine is the official state flower of 
Colorado. Discovered in 1820 on Pike’s Peak 
by mountain climber Edwin James, the colum-
bine’s journey to become the Colorado state 
flower began in 1891 when Colorado school 
children voted the Rocky Mountain columbine 
their favorite flower. It won by a landslide — of 
the 22,316 votes cast, 14,472 went to the Rocky 
Mountain columbine. It was adopted as the offi-
cial state flower on April 4, 1899, by an act of the 
General Assembly.
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—  O N  T H E  M O V E  F I T N E S S  —

Fitness (as Self-Care)  
in a Pandemic

BY KERRY PRIELIPP, OTMF CLIENT

If 2020 reinforced anything for 
people who desire to maintain 
their health as best as they can, 
it was the reminder to be inten-
tional and adaptable. The same 
held true for fitness habits and 
routines. I’ve been a client at 
On The Move Fitness in Conifer 
for almost 11 years, and to have 
your favorite training facility 
be closed for nearly half a year 
due to COVID was potentially a 
routine-shattering event. I’ll be 
honest, it was very disorienting to 
not be in their training studio as 
usual when facilities were forced 
to close.

I describe myself as an 
active 63-year old — an avid skier, cyclist and 
hiker — and recognize how consistent functional 
strength training allows me to continue to enjoy 
those activities. For example, my final ski day 
in the spring of 2020 was all on extreme terrain 
at Crested Butte, and I’d never felt stronger or 
more confident keeping up with skiers 7 – 10 
years younger than me. Last spring that was my 
major motivation to work out. Suddenly, though, 
I needed to find different motivation because 
skiing was no longer an option, and the encour-
agement of a trainer beside me wasn’t available 
either.

Sadly, and ironically, two of my personal fit-
ness heroes/trainers/mentors died in 2020; one 
gentleman was 93 years old and still active! What 
those two men taught me was that consistency 

is king, and doing something is 
always better than doing noth-
ing as far as our bodies are con-
cerned. After a couple weeks of 
denial and disbelief, I decided I’d 
have to find new motivation to 
work out on my own.

My first step was to ask, “What 
can I do?” versus bemoaning what 
I could not do. I decided I could 
walk for 20 – 30 minutes early in 
the morning, just to achieve the 
goal of movement since roads and 
trails weren’t clear yet. Making 
that choice triggered some 
momentum for me, and then I 
decided I could at least do a few 
pushups, squats and crunches 

after I walked. I noticed I felt more energetic 
after those few minutes of being active, so next 
I asked the trainers at On the Move Fitness to 
send me some workouts I could do with the 
minimal equipment I had. Aiming for at least 5 
days a week of some movement seemed like an 
achievable goal, and I progressed to riding my 
bike indoors for 45 minutes on days between 
more structured workouts. Once trails dried, I 
took my riding outside, and did some workouts 
on my deck when it warmed up.

The lesson for me in that season of adjustment 
was that motivation doesn’t just happen — it 
starts with a tiny desire, which can lead to inten-
tion, and ultimately to action toward your goals. 
It’s possible, and you can do it too!

If you are interested in getting into your best shape yet, call us at  
303-816-1426 or visit www.onthemovefitness.com for more information.  

Our studio is located on the frontage road in Aspen Park!

A Skeptic’s View
BY GARY LOFFLER

“If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of giants.” — Sir Isaac Newton

In a 1676 letter to a colleague, Isaac Newton 
wrote, “If I have seen further it is by standing 
on the shoulders of giants.” This is a variation 

on a similar phrase coined by a 12th Century 
philosopher named Bernard of Chartres, and it 
refers to building on the work of other scholars. 
It is fitting that Sir Isaac would expand upon an 
earlier quote to refer humbly to his own con-
tributions to the study of physics. Noting that 
Newton built on the work of others does noth-
ing to diminish the brilliance of the man who 
defined the laws of motion and universal grav-
itation. These laws helped scientists prove the 
solar system was heliocentric (already a generally 
accepted belief, thanks to the work of Kepler), 
as well as explain the motion of tides and equi-
noxes. While he was at it, he also built the first 
practical reflecting telescope and developed color 
theory to explain how a prism can separate white 
light into the colors of the visible spectrum.

Newton’s laws of motion and gravity held sway 
for a couple of centuries until telescopes start-
ing finding small errors in the orbits of Mercury 
and Uranus. Newtonian physics suggested 
there was another as-yet-undiscovered planet 
affecting the orbits of the known outer planets, 

so astronomers started looking for and eventu-
ally found Neptune. The only trouble was that 
Neptune’s presence did not resolve the orbital 
discrepancies either, and the search was on for 
still another planet. In 1930 Pluto was discov-
ered, but it too failed to explain the perturbations 
in the orbits of the outlying planets.

At this point in time more and more accurate 
measurements of the motion of the planets and 
other celestial bodies were being made which 
showed Newtonian physics did not seem to work 
everywhere in the solar system. In particular the 
math failed very near the sun and very far away 
from it. Albert Einstein worked on these prob-
lems for a number of years before publishing 
papers on relativity and gravitation in 1916 and 
1917 respectively.

When the problems with Mercury’s orbit were 
reconciled by applying Albert Einstein’s Theory 
of General Relativity, it was an amazing accom-
plishment. However, the Theory of General 
Relativity was built on the work of those who 
came before Einstein and verified by those who 
followed him. Newton’s work was not dimin-
ished by standing on the shoulders of giants, and 
it does nothing to diminish the work of Einstein 

to acknowledge the effort of over 200 years of 
work by the scientists and engineers who came 
between him and Newton. Science is self-cor-
recting. Newton worked with the tools available 
in the late 1600s. Einstein had all of Newton’s 
efforts and much more accurate telescopes. 
Einstein’s work expands on Newton’s, it does not 
negate it.

Science is constantly growing and expand-
ing our knowledge of the universe around us. 
Sometimes it seems to move slowly (astrono-
mers did not get around to properly classify-
ing the various objects in the solar system until 
2006) and sometimes incredibly fast (Pluto was 
discovered in 1930 and we did a satellite flyby 
in 2016). It may be this tendency towards spo-
radic growth and self-correction that gives some 
people a distrustful view of scientists. The sheer 
number of people involved and the immense 
areas they cover can also lead to some confusion 
and conflict.

Consider Pluto. Originally it was predicted 
to be seven times the size of Earth to satisfy the 
requirements of Newtonian Physics. When it 
was discovered in 1930, its size was estimated to 
be the same as Earth’s primarily due to its high 
albedo (a fancy word for how reflective a surface 
is). Closer observation showed that Pluto did 
not have much effect on the orbit of Neptune, 
and so it was downgraded in size over the years 
until finally accurate measurements were made 
in 2006. Sadly, those measurements relegated 
one of the most popular celestial bodies to dwarf 
planet status.

Detractors can point to examples like Pluto to 
show that science can be wrong. Or you can look 
at Pluto as a case history for how the scientific 
method is self-correcting and how experimenta-
tion and peer review refine earlier work to get 
a more accurate understanding of the worlds 
around us.

“Science is constantly growing and expanding our knowledge  
of the universe around us.”

What makes

DIFFERENT?
$118,000 Donated  
to Local Nonprofits

Each month, Your Mountain 
Connection donates to a local 

nonprofit. It is our way of 
helping to build community. 

It also is our pleasure! We 
invite all caring businesses to 
advertise in our publication. 

Celebrate making a difference! 
It could be contagious!

CALL  
303-674-3701  
TO ADVERTISE
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LESSONS FROM THE BLEACHERS 
EXCERPTS FROM THE CURRENTLY UNPUBLISHED BECOMING CHARLIE: A MEMOIR 

BY CHARLES MONLEZUN WRITTEN FOR HIS GRANDDAUGHTER CHARLIE BLEU

Every small town has at least one eccentric 
citizen in its midst, and every such citizen 
needs a small town. Oh, these folks exist in 

larger numbers in a city, but their story is not all 
stretched out there for every citizen to know. In a 
city, one can anonymously blend in, maybe even 
hide. But in a small town, one’s history is known 
to all, old and young. And while the citizens 
might grow older, their story remains current. 
In the 1950s of my hometown of Lake Arthur, I 
learned that we had such a citizen, and I learned 
of his story. 

His name was Ed Hebert and this is his story, 
often remembered these many years later. Ed had 
been the only child of one of our town’s early phy-
sicians. The Heberts lived in a large, nice home 
on Pleasant Street, facing the lake. Their property 
ran back through to Grand Avenue behind their 
home place. When Dr. Hebert died in the 1930s, 
Ed inherited the home, properties, and report-
edly the sum of $35,000 cash. Remember that 
the Great Depression of the 1930s made such an 
inheritance a small fortune, especially by Lake 
Arthur’s standards. 

Here are some of the things I remember hear-
ing about Ed’s story. While Ed never married, he 
did enjoy, at least for a time, the high life which 
came with his wealth. For example, first, he 
drove a new car and reportedly replaced it every 
time the ashtray was full. Second, he built a large 
barn behind the main house. In it he kept the 
Angora sheep he purchased and imported from 
South America. Third, I’m unaware of Ed ever 
having any marketable skill or ever having any 
employment.

By the time I knew him, Ed was in his late six-
ties, daily wearing highly polished shoes, ironed 
khaki pants and long-sleeved shirts, and walk-
ing everywhere he went. His favorite place to go 
was the town’s baseball diamond, the bleachers 
of which were four blocks from Ed’s house. His 
house, for several years by then, was a small por-
tion of the big barn, carved out for his shelter. He 
had long since been forced to sell his home place 

and all other properties. I never saw Ed’s quarters 
in his converted barn, but often wondered about 
his thoughts as he now slept in the space built 
for his expensive sheep. What had happened was 
that Ed had squandered his Depression-era for-
tune and had now humbly learned to live in his 
current, meager, financial reality.

However, Ed Hebert found a kind of redemp-
tion in those bleachers. For Ed had a sharp mind 
for baseball: players, statistics, techniques, and a 
passion for the game. Never in the dugout in an 
official capacity, he served as the bleacher-coach, 
whether his opinion was solicited or not. Every 
Little League night, without fail, and with every 
situation on the field, Ed Hebert taught us the 
game of baseball. He was amazing, and our com-
munity had a mixture of awe and pity for Ed 

Hebert. Even we youngsters had figured out that 
his encyclopedic regurgitation of baseball statistics 
was an exaggerated compensation for his failures 
in his own economic statistics. But Ed Hebert 
found meaning and purpose surrounded by his 
knowing community in those bleachers. He knew 
that everyone knew his history, but he also knew 
and appreciated that everyone offered him the dig-
nity that he needed through his knowledge of the 
game of baseball. His teaching was a metaphor. 
The batter earned a free base if he could stand in 
there for four balls, and Ed earned a free pass for 
showing up and educating us about baseball.

Ed Hebert lived to be an elderly icon, always 
bathed, clean shaven, and meticulous. His body 
was found in his barn home after he missed a 
baseball game. 

I have thought about this man many times in 
my adult life, most often in a cautionary way. His 
lessons have always been straightforward:

• An inheritance is a gift to be carefully and 
thoughtfully stewarded. 

• With money in your pocket, but no more 
coming behind it, look down the long road. 

• Develop a skill and learn to support yourself 
with economic discipline.

• To quote the fourteenth century Persian Sufi 
Master, Hafiz, “The intelligent man quickly 
realizes the impotence of gold.”

At the same time, Ed Hebert taught me that 
neither economic success nor failure can define a 
human being. He taught that he could continue 
to live amidst the community which fully knew 
his failures. He taught that one’s redemption can 
be found in such an unexpected place as a base-
ball bleachers. He taught me to ask, “Who am 
I to judge?” He taught me to respect my fellow, 
flawed citizen as he or she struggles to regain a 
toehold on the steep, sloped, angles of Mount 
Dignity. 

Charlie Bleu, we all have some of Ed Hebert 
in our lives. When you recognize it, please learn 
to use it and not let it use you. Finally, be on the 
lookout for that older gentleman sitting in the 
bleachers wearing ironed khakis and spouting 
statistics. He has his own story to tell. Look and 
listen deeper.

Penny for your thoughts

Juba the Dog on Black Widow Spiders
BY PENNY RANDELL

Happy spring, everybody.  
Yes, it’s Juba again, and being 
spring I thought we should take 
an in-depth look at a creature that 
can be an actual threat. 

Within the class Arachnida and the 
genus of Latrodectus we find black 
and brown widow spiders. These 

spiders share the same family of Theridiidae, 
along with 32 other species. They have a wide 
distribution in North America, and are common 
in Colorado. Because of this, one should be able 
to identify them rapidly. All these species vary 
greatly in size. Most females are dark in color, 
although lighter bodies have been seen, even red 
ones. When viewing the upper side of this spider, 
they often have spots of white, brown, or red, 
whereas the underneath side only has red spots, 
one of which is usually hourglass-shaped.

Here’s the harsh part: these small females 
have particularly potent venom that contains a 
neurotoxin called latrotoxin. The illness from 
a bite is called latrodectism and causes pain, 
muscle rigidity, abdominal cramps, vomiting, 
and sweating. Symptoms usually last for 3-7 
days, but can last for several weeks. That’s bad, 
but rarely fatal. On the other hand, domestic 
cats often fall victim to this varmint and die of 
convulsions or paralysis. With her extra-large 
venom glands, this female spider remains a con-
cern to all vertebrates. Although the males also 
bite, they deliver no venom whatsoever. 

In 1933 a volunteer at the University of 
Alabama medical department conducted an 
experiment on black widow spider bites. He 
planned to document the symptoms of the bite, 
and to test whether someone can build immu-
nity after being bitten. However, the effects of 

the bite were so pain-
ful and penetrating, 
the instructor failed to 
complete the exper-
iment and did not 
follow through with 
being bitten a second 
time. Whew, is that 
scary!

In America each 
year approximately 
2,200 people report 
having been bitten 
by a black widow. 
Most of these did not 
seek medical treat-
ment. There is such 
a thing as a “dry” 
bite where there is no 
injected venom. Since 
1983 no deaths for 
a black widow have 
been reported to the 
American Association 
of Poison Control 
Centers. Also, it is a 
fact that these spiders 
are not particularly 
aggressive, and they rarely bite humans unless 
startled or threatened through trauma.

Now we turn to the behavior of these spiders 
and how they engage in sexual cannibalism. 
Matter of fact, this is how they won the name 
of “widow spider,” in that the female often eats 
the male after mating. This is not always the 
case for the male, as he may watch and wait for 
the female to eat other food. He can smell the 
chemicals from food found in the web and may 
choose to begin courtship after her belly is full. 
The female’s murderous behavior is in the favor 
of the offspring, however, for the mother can 

work harder in sup-
port of her brood with 
no threats from the 
dad. Some species are 
known as an “oppor-
tunistic cannibal,” 
meaning they only 
resort to cannibalism 
in dire circumstances, 
and this means the 
babies can eat each 
other, too.

Black Widow spi-
ders eat other arach-
nids and insects that 
are caught in their 
web. Small prey con-
sists of flies, mosqui-
toes, grasshoppers, 
beetles, and caterpil-
lars. That female is 
pretty smart and 
hangs upside down 
to exhibit her bright 
underbelly to scare off 
enemies. These mark-
ings make a dramatic 
announcement to the 

spider’s predators saying, “I am toxic,” but they 
don’t have much of an effect on its prey, because 
most birds and insects perceive color in a differ-
ent spectrum.

As with other family members in Theridiidae, 
black widows weave a web of irregular, tangled, 
sticky silken fibers. They prefer to nest near the 
ground in dark, secluded areas such as small 
holes dug by animals, around wood piles, or 
construction sites. Indoor hiding places include 
undisturbed areas, as in a closet, under a desk, 
or in a basement. Their webs crackle when 
broken, which can also serve as a warning. As 

already said, these spiders often hang upside 
down near the center of its web, waiting for 
insects to happen by and get bitten. When an 
insect is caught the spider rushes to the scene 
and envenomates the victim and wraps him in 
silk. Next, the spider will spurt digestive juices 
over the prey, turning it into a liquid that will 
be sucked into its body through the capillary 
system and its mouth. If the spider perceives 
danger, it quickly lowers itself to the ground 
through a line of silk.

Having very poor eyesight, these spiders 
depend on vibrations that reach them through 
the web. This is how the spider finds its prey. 
The web also informs the spider if something 
is hunting it, for again, they feel the vibrations 
through those silk fibers. If you can imagine, 
the tensile strength of this silk is comparable to 
steel wire of the same thickness. When a widow 
spider is trapped, it won’t bite and prefers to 
play dead. It will also flick pieces of silk at its 
attacker. If the spider cannot escape, it will turn 
to biting. Injuries to humans are often caused 
by defensive bites delivered when a spider is 
unintentionally squeezed or pinched. The pri-
mary predator of black widow spiders is a wasp 
called the blue mud dauber.

Some people collect black widow spiders and 
keep them as pets. It is fairly common to keep 
male spiders, in that they are smaller and don’t 
eat as much. But the keeping of these spiders is 
more for shock value when your friends come 
to see them. They do, however, make an excel-
lent diet for pet snakes.

As with all species, there’s a reason for its 
existence, and the black widow is no differ-
ent. But keep your eyes peeled and stay alert. 
Nobody needs a spider bite. This concludes the 
report, and I hope my reporting keeps everyone 
safe. Juba signing off for this month. Talk to you 
in May.

“These spiders are not 
particularly aggressive, and they 
rarely bite humans unless startled 
or threatened through trauma.”

“He taught me to respect my fellow, flawed citizen  
as he or she struggles to regain a toehold on the steep, sloped,  

angles of Mount Dignity.”

Spring
BY KAARSTEN TURNER

“I have a love affair with Mother Nature.  
She has all the turbulence, plot twists and turns of romantic love.”

Today, there is over three feet of snow out-
side my window. The calendar says the 
Spring Equinox is approaching, and by the 

time this is printed, it will have come and gone. 
We set our clocks forward last night, taunting 
another hour of sunlight to nudge us towards that 
place. Spring, the season after winter and before 
summer, a metaphor, even, fresh starts. Today, it 
is hard to imagine. At 8200 feet, she is like an elu-
sive mistress, an enigmatic aura. I want to know 
more. I have a love affair with Mother Nature. She 
has all the turbulence, plot twists and turns of 
romantic love. Spring is a game. She taunts me 
this time of year, teases. I have learned to follow 
her whims and expect little. 

This time of year, I usually head south of 
the Equator. My dear friend Brian is a man 
who smoked Swisher Sweets in the woods and 
imparted practical wisdom as smooth as the 
smoke from the Swishers. He lived in Maine, 
the land of equally long winters. He always 
said, “Make a plan and leave the muddy, 
Kaarsten.” “It will get you through,” he said. He 
and his beloved wife Bonnie often went to the 
Caribbean, gambling with cards and dice and 
coming home with diamonds.

I followed his advice, and my March place was 
usually Belize, Costa Rica, and Panama. This time 
of year the days are longer there and the sun is 
hot. In Central America, brilliant orchids bloom 
on the side of tropical trees. The orchids float 
and hover with roots uncovered and white, softly 
brushing the bark of their tree hosts. Sweet coco-
nut milk is available on the side of the road and 
ripe watermelons are piled in uncovered horse-
pulled carts. Blue morpho butterflies drop from 
the sky and drink from muddy puddles of rain 
water pooled on logging roads. Instead of a snow 
covered parka, I sweat through transparent white 
linen and feel the salty moisture beneath the dark 
blue Red Sox cap. My pants are the fabric of para-
chutes, except they breathe, lightweight. 

Not this year, though. 
The “Rona,” the impact and the change of 

most things routine in our lives finds us here. I 
am here. I sit squarely in the mountains of the 
Northern Hemisphere where spring is a solid 
nothing. It is the season after winter and before 
summer. The earth seems asleep still. With faith, 
I know she is feigning. Transitions can be like 
that — the in between, subtle and unexpected. 
I have been known to lie there, in transition, 
mutely, praying for it to be over and then, 
without fanfare or notice, a new season comes, 
unfolding subtly. 

The South was my home before I ventured 
to Colorado. I talk about it sometimes. It was 

fifteen years ago, and in North Carolina, spring 
is splendid. She unfolds with smells of magno-
lia and honeysuckle. Wisteria appears, climbing 
up and over and across the vine. She follows 
the path from the year before, well worn, years 
in the making. The white and pink live well in 
the branch of the dogwoods until the blossoms 
pop and dance in the trees, both in wind and 
in stillness. 

The earth was asleep and then she wasn’t, 
blowing in the time for breezy porches, peonies, 
daffodils, and dandelions. It was desolate and 
then it wasn’t, with baby green snow peas, aspar-
agus, beets, mint, and fennel. She arrives, like 
the side split skirt revealing the sexy soon-to-be 

tanned legs underneath, a little elusive, a little 
more available. And then, she stays. There is no 
secret anymore and it is hard not to pay atten-
tion. She is no longer standing apart. She is there. 
There is no detachment. There is reverence and 
awe. 

There is life in the spaces where there was 
none, where red buds weren’t and now they 
are — different from the day before. The colors 
and the longer days, the warmth, make changes, 
clear and bright. Most things aren’t that way, 
bifurcated from one day to another. The arrival 
of spring, however, is simple and pure, focused 
and energy given to something new. 

Soon, she will stay, and she offers hope. 
Without prejudice or discretion, she comes to 
anyone, to everyone, to you, if you need it. 

With a March like this one, I get turned around. 
I sit firmly in between, and sometimes I feel like 
I am sliding backward. Life and beauty and the 
impermanence of things feels like thick mud. I 
have often wondered. Why do I care so much 
about spring? I care deeply. Why do I long to see 
it up close, so much birth and growth and beauty, 
and triumph? Everything dies, right? Death is 
inescapable but as we live, we learn pleasure and 
pain. We experience loss and growth when we 
learn to let go. Not in spring though. Spring is 
an opportunity for birth. During this time, I pay 
close attention, and I study the flowers and the 
trees and the grass. I wait for the arrival of the 
migratory birds, the song of the finch, the swal-
low, the sparrow, the wren, and the robin, the 
aviary epic odyssey, predictable mass movement 
towards home. Beneath the package and the 
posing, the waiting, for some longer than others, 
she comes and she stays and she brings us a little 
closer to the stable sun of summer, reminding us 
of a time that is simple and rich with color and 
sweet smells, form and discovery. 

“The earth was asleep and then she wasn’t.”

Did you miss something in a past issue 
of Your Mountain Connection? Want to 
revisit an article or featured artist? Not 
a problem! You can now download full 
versions of our past issues on our web 

site at: yourmtnconnection.com.  
We will have the current issue and  

four back issues available.

Your Mountain Connection 
recognizes the talent and 

creativity of our mountain 
neighbors. Each month 
we invite local artists, 
photographers, poets, and 
writers to submit their work for 
consideration in Your Mountain 
Connection. We will choose 
submissions that best fit our 
monthly theme to be featured 
on our cover with a small 
recognition article inside the 
paper. We also might include 
a small feature article inside 
the paper, space providing. We 
look forward to each and every 
submission...thank you! 

Think  
Spring

BY TIFFANY W LOCKWOOD

Spring is a season of excitement for me, a 
time of firsts, each of which brings promise 
of more to look forward to. I smile when 
I hear the first song of a bird. So silent 
throughout the winter, they spring into song 
and brighten my day. I walk through my 
yard, lean over and brush some pine straw 
aside, and there it is, that little bit of green 
pushing through the dirt, testimony that 
my hard work last fall was all worth it, 
and knowing that soon crocus and daffodils 
will bring color to my world. I love spring.

Evergreen 
Sculpture 

Walk
BY GARY LOFFLER AND  

MARTY HALLBERG

A self-guided Sculpture 
Walk is available through 

sculptureevergreen.org.

Our days are currently filled with new 
challenges and limitations. As we look 
forward to the vaccines and once again 

being able to go out to dinner with a group of 
friends, or attend opening night of a much-an-
ticipated play or movie, remember that our local 
parks and hiking trails are open for business! And 
with the days warming and lengthening, this may 
be a perfect time to explore our very own outdoor 
art gallery.

The Evergreen Sculpture Walk (self-guided 
via cell phone) is available through their website, 
sculptureevergreen.org, and is a great introduc-
tion both to the public art available for view in 
Evergreen and to Evergreen itself. Check out the 
map so you don’t miss any!

Taking a moment to view public art can be 
an enjoyable break from the stress of the day. 
Finding a work of art is like walking around the 
bend on a hike and getting a clear view of the 
mountains. The trek itself is pleasant, but the 
unexpected vistas are what make it remarkable.

Visit www.sculptureevergreen.org  
for more information

ALL PHOTOS BY GARY LOFFLER

I’ve Been Kissed by Pokey Park  
Located at: Buchanan Ponds

Kit Fox by Pokey Park 
Located at: Beau Jo’s

Side by Each by Charlotte and Ben Zink 
Located at: Antique Store by Beau Jo’s
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Dogs, Dogs, 
Dogs
Positive Reinforcement
BY CATHY KOWALSKI

At Faithfully K9 Service Dogs, we only use 
positive reinforcement. This means that 
we use a reward, usually treats (but could 

be anything your dog loves), to let the dog know 
that they are doing what we want. Concentrating 
on what your dog does that you like means you 
are not concentrating on what they are doing 
wrong. Rewarding the dog encourages them to 
repeat the behavior. We match that reward with 
the clicker. I always tell my clients the clicker 
says, “Yes, that’s what I want.” 

Clicker training was first used in the training 
of marine mammals, although they used a whis-
tle. The clicker marks the behavior so that the 
dog understands what they did that you liked. 
Clickers should not be used for anything other 
than to mark a behavior that you want repeated. 
You would not use the clicker to play with or to 
call your dog. 

Timing is what makes this work. You need to 
click at the instant your dog gives you the behav-
ior that you want. For instance, if you ask your 
dog to sit, you would click at the instant their 
bottom hits the floor. A treat follows, because 
it is a promise that when you hear the clicker 
there will be a treat. If you ask your dog to sit, 
your dog sits, your dog looks out the window, 
you click — you just clicked for looking out the 

window! Timing is everything! If you don’t click 
at the moment the behavior is offered — don’t 
click at all! Make sure to reward your dog while 
they are in the position you requested — if you 
asked your dog to down (lie down), then give 
the treat to your dog as they are in the down 
position.

The treats you use should be small, about 
half the size of your pinky nail. You will want to 
find treats that your dog loves — the smellier the 
better for most dogs!

You will need to teach your dog what the 
clicker means by “loading the clicker” — giving 
it meaning. Say their name, as they look toward 
you, click and give them a treat. Do this for 10 
to 20 times so that they begin to understand that 
they did something, they heard a click and they 
got a treat. Make sure not to click near their ears; 
they are extremely sensitive.

You will want to click and treat your dog for 
the behaviors until they are consistently perform-
ing the command. At that time, you can phase 
out the clicker and treat them three out of five 
times, eventually only rewarding sometimes.

If your clicker is not available to mark a behav-
ior, say “yes” in an excited tone, then treat.

Your dog will never understand words, only 
sounds; therefore you don’t want to make a 

command into a sentence such as “Rommy, you 
are such a good dog, sit for me.” The correct 
command would be “sit.”

You will only say the word once, sit, sit, sit 
does not sound like sit!

Don’t forget to praise your dog. Dogs like to 
hear that they are doing a great job just like you 
do.

Practice their commands in everyday environ-
ments such as having them sit before going out-
side or sit before being petted (which can prevent 
jumping on people). 

Remember, dog training takes consistency, 
perseverance, and PATIENCE! To make sure 
everyone is on the same page, you could post the 
commands you are using. 

The clicker is a great tool which helps to build 
a strong bond between you and your dog.

 
Cathy is the Executive 
Director and trainer at 
Faithfully K9 Service 
Dogs and Dog Training. 
Call 970-591-3205  
or visit the website  
www.faithfullyk9.com.

Someone somewhere other than 
Colorado must have coined the 
term, “April showers bring May 
flowers,” because that’s not the 
way things work around here. 

Oh, I admit, in April, we get showers, but 
they’re snow showers, not rain. We get 
our first peek at what lies ahead when 

those warm days pop up, and we might pull out 
shorts and light jackets instead of climbing back 
into thick pants and parkas. We might dare to 
anticipate eating outside or begin to imagine 
what it will be like to witness green growth pop-
ping through the winter leftovers and see the 
first buds appear on trees. But anyone who has 
lived at least a full year in the Colorado foothills 
and mountains knows that it’s too early to put 

your heavy coats too far back in the closet. We’re 
certain to get more snowstorms but be cheered 
that April storms typically vanish as soon as the 
sun returns. 

April is the month when skis are stacked away 
and golf clubs come out, except for those snow-
hounds who are hoping to see their ski areas 
remain open until mid-month, if not mid-May. 
It’s when cyclists start tracking their miles and 
days — their season has begun. Runners will 
return to our roads, so we’ll be ready to slow 
down and give them a wide berth. 

It’s a time when we just don’t want to be inside 
any longer — ESPECIALLY after this past year! 

We may grab the rake and begin to prep out-
side, but NEVER plant until after Mother’s Day, 
and for some elevations, Father’s Day. 

I can’t wait to get outside and start raking up 
pine needles, leaves, and pine cones that have 
come down over the past months. I love when 
the ground is still slightly soft, and I can easily 
pull up the weeds I missed at the end of last 
season. I’ll prep for the coming warm days when 
I’ll finally get to plant. 

So while we wait for Colorado’s spring to 
arrive, I’ll think spring by snowshoeing with a 
friend right after a spring snow, when I wear a 
baseball cap instead of a snow beanie, and when 
I get one more day in on the slopes before I have 
to hang up my skis. 

I’ll join those elsewhere who are already think-
ing spring sometime in, say, mid-May. 

Anne Vickstrom’s first writing gig was right  
here at Your Mountain Connection. She has 

written for national and regional publications 
and has published books. She loves living in 
Evergreen where she and her husband raised 

their three children and six dogs. 

THINK SPRING — COLORADO-STYLE! 
BY ANNE VICKSTROM

“ Anyone who has lived at least a full year in the Colorado foothills and mountains  
knows that it’s too early to put your heavy coats too far back in the closet.”

“While we wait for Colorado’s  
spring to arrive, I’ll think spring  

by snowshoeing with a friend right 
after a spring snow.” 

“ Don’t forget to praise your 
dog. Dogs like to hear that 
they are doing a great job  
just like you do.”

When I am at my home, I know exactly 
where my water supply comes from. 
Submersion pumps, pressure tanks 

and gallons per minute are all part of my aware-
ness as water is supplied from my private well. 
When in Evergreen or surrounding areas, I fully 
expect water to flow from sink faucets and take 
for granted that it will. And it does, thanks to 
the water utility, Evergreen Metropolitan District 
(EMD), and the water storage capacity of 
Evergreen Lake. I marvel at the engineering feat 
that allows for water service from Bergen Park to 
Marshdale and points between. The complexity 
of this water system is nearly incomprehensible 
and worthy of research. 

The availability of fresh water has been a con-
cern for human settlement from nomadic tribes 
to present-day community and housing develop-
ment. Most early Evergreen settlers valued and 
relied on natural spring-fed reservoirs, hand-
drilled wells or availability of nearby surface 
water. As many of Evergreen’s early residents 
were summer visitors, a water system was not 
readily supplied through a utility company. An 
early water pioneer was the first to supply a few 
Evergreen residents with water from Bear Creek. 
In 1909 Reverend Thornton Rennell, Vicar at the 
Episcopal Church of the Transfiguration, built a 
dam in downtown Evergreen at a location that 
has been described as being located somewhere 
between the current Crafter’s store and the cur-
rent ENB drive-through bank. The dam was 
constructed using large wooden beams and had 
a height of nearly 5'. The water that collected 
behind this rudimentary dam was then pumped 
uphill to storage reservoirs on Forest Hill, above 
Main Street. This system supplied water for a 
limited number of early Evergreen residents.

According to Candy Porter, Fr. Rennell was 
married to a cousin of Dr. Josepha Williams 
Douglas, owner of what is now the Hiwan 
Museum. Rennell was a certified engineer before 
joining the ministry, so he was well qualified 
for this undertaking as well as his expertise in 
designing the bell tower at the Church of the 
Transfiguration and structures at the Evergreen 
Conference. In addition to the dam building, 
Fr. Rennell installed a Delco Light Plant in the 
same lower Evergreen area that supplied lim-
ited electricity for a chosen few early residents. 
Later, the Rural Electrification Act of 1936 pro-
vided funding to bring electricity in a broad 
scale to our mountain community. Excel Power 
Company and Intermountain Rural Electric 
Association continue to supply our communities 
with electricity.

1921 saw Clarence Smith emerge as the owner 
of the water system and light plant in Evergreen. 
Smith is responsible for elevating water service 
by promoting the idea of having a water filtra-
tion system installed at the newly constructed 
Evergreen Dam. 1929 ushered in a new era 
in water supply for the Evergreen area. The 
Evergreen Dam was completed and subsequently 
began to provide a reliable water supply for the 
mountain area that continues to this day. The 
current utility that supplies water to our neigh-
borhoods is the Evergreen Metropolitan Water 
and Sanitation District (EMD). 

Talk of the increasing lack of moisture in our 
mountain area seems to emerge in the early 
months of each year. The proclamation that “We 
need the moisture” is heard as a starting point 
of many conversations and is all too true, as the 
Evergreen water supply relies on water that has 
collected in Evergreen Lake via the Bear Creek 

watershed. The Bear Creek watershed encom-
passes over 100 square miles stretching from 
Summit Lake at the base of Mt. Evans to its ter-
minus at Evergreen Lake. Water supply is reli-
ant on run-off, tributaries and natural springs, 
all of which rely on the annual snowpack. EMD 
extracts water from the lake as needed, then 
sends the claimed water into the treatment plant, 
located below the dam and next to Cactus Jack’s 
Saloon, to be filtered, treated, tested and then 
sent on to pumping stations and storage tanks 
throughout the Evergreen area.

EMD took control of the sanitation system as 
well as water treatment, installing waste treat-
ment plants in Kittredge, West Jefferson County 
and the sewage treatment plant in Evergreen 
that is located behind the former DaKind Soup 
building on Meadow Drive. EMD boasts nearly 
300 miles of sewer lines throughout its system. 
The Evergreen treatment facility once featured 
a unique use of space with the installation of 
a tennis court atop the plant. EMD benefitted 
from the revenue and the sewage plant took on a 
more pleasing appearance. This tennis court was 
named The Sew-R Racquet Club and remained 
at the plant well in to the 1990s, at which time 
the court was replaced with necessary treatment 
equipment. In addition to Evergreen water and 
sanitation, EMD manages the West Jefferson 
County Municipal Water District, and the 
Kittredge Water and Sanitation District.

Many area residents continue to rely on wells 
and septic systems to supply individual water 
and sanitation systems. The same relatively ele-
mentary system of capturing water and disposing 
of sewage in home systems is utilized in the large 
water and sanitation treatment plants. It is the 
complexity of community water delivery systems 

that is unfathomable, especially in our rocky and 
uneven terrain in our mountain area. The laby-
rinth of water supply lines that run underground 
in our community is an engineering marvel, as is 
the systematic treatment and testing of our water 
supply. 

If your home is served by the EMD water ser-
vices, the next time you turn on the sink faucet or 
garden hose and water miraculously flows, think 
of the Evergreen Lake and its offering of water 
that has its origin on the slopes of Mt. Evans and 
the snowpack we hope for each year. Evergreen 
Lake has come to define our town to many for 
its numerous recreational opportunities and as a 
natural wildlife habitat. It is more than that — the 
lake is what defines our water supply.

Sources: 
EMAHS history and photo files 
Evergreen Metro District website.  
www. evergreenmetro.colorado.gov  
Candy Porter, interview 2021. 

Evergreen Mountain Area Historical 
Society (EMAHS) is a non-profit 

organization whose purpose is to 
protect, preserve and promote the 
history of Jefferson County. EMAHS 
members contribute their time and 

financial support to collect, preserve 
and interpret local history, ensuring a 

legacy that enriches the lives of present 
and future generations. Contact 

EMAHS at 303 670- 0784 or visit their 
website at jchscolorado.org.

MOUNTAIN WATER
ELAINE HAYDEN — EMAHS

Evergreen Dam water supply 2009

Fr. Rennell, builder of Evergreen’s first dam on Bear Creek c.1909Cow in Bear Creek before dam was built on Dedisse Ranch 1926

Construction of Evergreen Dam 1927 – 28

“If your home is served by the EMD 
water services, the next time you turn 
on the sink faucet or garden hose and 

water miraculously flows, think of 
the Evergreen Lake and its offering of 
water that has its origin on the slopes 

of Mt. Evans and the snowpack we 
hope for each year.” 
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Why is My Pet Drinking So Much Water?
BY DR. DAVID DIMEO

“The most common 
diseases that will cause 

excessive thirst are diabetes 
mellitus, kidney disease, and 

hyperadrenocortism, also 
known as Cushing’s disease.” 

There are many reasons why a dog’s 
or a cat’s thirst may be increased. He 
or she may just have been playing 

hard outside on a warm day. In this case the 
increased thirst will be transient and will 
return to normal quickly. When this is not 
the case, we must consider medical condi-
tions. The most common diseases that will 
cause excessive thirst are diabetes mellitus, 
kidney disease, and hyperadrenocortism, 
also known as Cushing’s disease. There are 
many other diseases that will cause a dog or 
cat to drink excessively, but these three are 
the most common reasons.

Diabetes mellitus is a condition where 
your pet’s pancreas is not producing enough 
insulin. Everything we eat is metabolized to 
a simple sugar known as glucose. Glucose 
is the energy source for the body’s cells, and 
insulin is needed for glucose to cross the cell 
membrane to power the cells. If there is not 
enough insulin, the cells literally starve. The 
glucose remains in the blood and causes 
increased thirst. The affected patients fre-
quently lose weight, even though they may 
be eating well. In some cases, the body 
metabolizes fat for energy. A biproduct of fat 
metabolism is toxic ketones, which produce 

a sickly-sweet odor in the pet’s breath that 
smells like nail polish remover. This is a 
serious condition that requires immedi-
ate therapy and probable hospitalization. 
Treatment requires insulin injections and 
checking blood sugars frequently.

Cushing’s disease is a condition where the 
patient’s adrenal glands are producing too 
much cortisol. Cortisol is essential for life, 
but an overabundance of cortisol will cause 
increased thirst. Other symptoms include 
thin skin and haircoat, pendulous abdo-
men, liver enlargement and abnormal liver 
enzymes. The adrenal glands are two small 
organs that are in the abdomen near the kid-
neys. The pituitary gland is a small gland 
at the base of the brain that regulates adre-
nal function. Cushing’s disease occurs when 
the pituitary gland develops a benign tumor 
that overstimulates the adrenal glands. It 
can also occur if a malignancy develops on 
one of the adrenal glands. Treatment with 
surgery or medication is usually successful.

The kidneys are remarkable organs 
that have many different functions. They 
eliminate waste, regulate blood pressure, 
red blood cell production and hydra-
tion. Kidneys regulate hydration by 

concentrating urine to conserve water or 
diluting urine to excrete excess water. In 
chronic renal disease, the kidneys gradu-
ally lose the ability to concentrate urine 
and continue to dilute the urine even in 
dehydration situations. Since the body is 
losing water, the patient must drink more 
to maintain proper hydration. Blood chem-
istry and urinalysis can help determine 
kidney function. Treatment depends on 
the exact type of kidney disease, but usu-
ally involves medication and special diets.

Please contact us at (303) 674-3156  
or visit www.mountainparksvet.com for  
more information about nutrition or any  

other health care needs for your pet.

We will be following CDC-recommended 
protocols for curbside service. When you 
arrive at the hospital, please remain in 
your vehicle and call our main phone 
number, 303-674-3156. A hospital 
employee will come outside, take a brief 
history and bring your pet inside. The 
doctor and technician will communicate 
with you via text message, telephone or 
come outside while practicing recom-
mended social distancing.

Veterinary Hospital  •  303-674-3156
Mon and Fri: 8am – 5pm
Tues, Wed, Thurs: 8am – 6pm
Sat: 8am – 1pm
Sun: Closed

Adventure Camp & Pet Lodge 
303-670-7118 

Mon – Fri: 7am – 12pm & 2pm – 6:30pm
Sat & Sun: 7am – 12pm & 2pm – 6pm

True Magnificence
BY C YNTHIA KIMBALL

“We are wild and untamed underneath the indoctrination of societal norms.”

Yesterday I walked out to feed our young 
horse, Solstice, and found her on the far 
side of the pasture. The gate to her pen 

was open and she was peacefully rooting around 
on the ground while the other horses lay in 
the sun. When she saw me her ears perked up 
and we both processed what this meant. I was 
pretty sure that she’d be sick since it was obvi-
ous she’d been eating random things off of the 
ground. I needed to get her back into her “pen 

of safety.” She seemed to be wondering if she 
was in trouble and was deciding how she’d play 
this — cooperation or…not. We all stayed calm. 
And then, something miraculous happened. 
Solstice’s mamma, Raven, decided she’d go into 
the pen and eat any leftover food. Naturally, 
Solstice followed. Eventually Mama left and 
Solstice stayed inside. Calm. Peaceful. The way 
it should be. No panic. No crazy. Just flow. Since 
she got out and ate things she shouldn’t have, 
Solstice was sick for the afternoon, but with 
grace she got better before the cold of the night. 
I wonder if it’s time for her to be out of her cage.

As a child I was told to be quiet. I remem-
ber being told what clothes to wear so that I 
was “appropriate.” I also remember being sent 
back to change outfits if I dared choose my own 
clothing. As an adult I find myself shushing my 
children and making sure they are not in sweat-
pants when we go out. My own constraints have 
become theirs. Why? Why not wear clothes that 
make us happy? Why not make noise when our 
heart sings? We all have them, cages that keep 
us “safe.” Whether it’s fitting in or staying alive, 
we’ve all developed mechanisms to stay inside. 
Do we need to stay inside?

In her book, “Untamed,” Glennon Doyle 
would like for us to remember that we are chee-
tahs. We are wild and untamed underneath the 
indoctrination of societal norms. To live like the 
cheetahs we are, we don’t have to destroy or 
crash though the walls of our cages. Like Solstice, 
we can simply open the gate and walk out.

I’ve got a friend who has recently been 
“phased out” of their job and a couple signif-
icant relationships. Most times there will be a 
breaking open of the old before the creation of 
the new. In order for new beginnings to provide 
new opportunities we have to leave some of the 
past behind. It feels messy and painful in the 
transition but, honestly, it’s that mess that allows 
us to evolve. What comes next is stepping into 
who we truly are. Going gracefully through the 
gate out into the pasture of infinite possibility.

This morning as I watched the sun rise 
through the trees and reflect off of the snow, 
I was reminded of our opportunities to begin 
again. On the radio I heard that we should 
give Mondays a chance. Instead of the weight 
of a new work week, let’s consider Monday the 
beginning of a week of possibility. Or better, 
with every new sunrise let’s take in the beauty 
and welcome the chance for a new beginning. 
Every single day we get to begin again. 

In her book, “Finding Your Own North Star,” 
Martha Beck talks about a natural high you feel 
when you connect with your “essential self.” 
When you are on your path and operating from 
your own north star, “You’ll bounce around like 
Ebenezer Scrooge after the ghosts have finished 
with him; smiling at strangers, finding infinite 
patience for children and the mentally ill, slow-
ing down traffic to let cats and turtles make 
their way across the street. Bitter and unhappy 
people will want to slap you but you’ll love them 
anyway.” When you follow your own north star, 
when you walk outside of the constraints others 
have given you, your heart will sing. You’ll feel 
the grace and experience the beauty and possi-
bility in each new day.

Let’s consider this morning a new beginning. 
Let’s tear down the walls, or simply open the 
gate and walk through. It’ll be scary but I’ll 
be here for you. I’ll be doing the same thing. 
It is time to let go of mechanisms that keep 
us inside. Instead of doing what we think we 
should do, let’s do what resonates with our own 
hearts. Dr Sue Morter, an international speaker 
and author, says if we can tap into “the rest of 
who we are,” we can transcend these cages and 
live in our full magnificence. I am excited about 
seeing your true magnificence. Are you ready 
to share? 

“With every new sunrise  
let’s take in the beauty and 

welcome the chance for a new 
beginning. Every single day we 

get to begin again.” 

Poet ’ s corner

Your Mountain Connection recognizes the talent and creativity 
of our mountain neighbors. Each month we invite local 

artists, photographers, poets, and writers to submit their work 
for consideration in Your Mountain Connection. We will choose 
submissions that best fit our monthly theme to be featured on our 
cover with a small recognition article inside the paper. We also might 
include a small feature article inside the paper, space providing. We 
look forward to each and every submission...thank you! 

Lost Miracles of Spring 
BY MARK D. KILBURN 

The black maple’s blood slowly ascends, 
furiously fighting both sloth and gravity, 
eventually growing sweet and desired, 
eternally stirred by spring’s persistent 

hymn-march-rhythms that cry 
out through snow and ice.

The sleeping bittersweet vines  
hear the harmonic 

canticle but their grip  
is ever loosening, as they 

cling for life while wishing for words, 
powerful words that cry out and carry. 

“Oh medicine men we are here, 
we can heal but feel forgotten.”

Of course no medicine men can answer, 
so few remain…

Still the desperate plants wail and moan. 
“Our springs can’t sing  

when our purpose is lost, 
when no healers come  
to harvest our cures.” 

Miraculous plants  
and their powers possessed   

are as potent as the soft song of spring 
able to pierce all hibernations. 

But woe on us forgetting their unlimited  
uses, for unwanted and unused 

they’ll all just fade away.

When the saxifrage, the alumroot, 
and paintbrush are all gone, 

will the maple’s sap still run uphill?  
Will spring still sing her song?

My name is Mark D. Kilburn, I am 63 and have been widowed for a year and a half. Because of so 
many losses I was unable to write poetry until the last few weeks. I am excited to have started again. 

I had a book published in 2012 about the Lakota Sioux and have had many poems published in 
Colorado magazines as well. I have been writing poetry since the 1980s. 

It’s Spring 
BY JEFF SMITH 

It’s spring you know 
Buds to blossoms 

Coming out of hiding 
Like a bear — hungry

Green knife-point shoots 
Breaking through the earth 

From their hiding bulbs 
Seeking water and sun

Snow melting into creeks 
Then streams 

Then rivers and lakes 
Rushing over small rocks 
And around large ones 

Giving trout a new hiding place to feed

And hearts dancing to be outside 
And love someone 

And feel free 
And love someone

Heading towards the heat of summer 
And the passion of the mountains 

And the truth telling 
And the heartbreaking of fall

But for now 
It’s spring you know 

Buds to blossoms 
Coming out of hiding 

Like a bear — Hungry

Delicate Symphony
BY NICOLA CACCAVALE-MCCRAY

Last night was a cold, dark night; icicles clung to the roof like shiny daggers in the pale 
moonlight. The haze around the moon had secrets to tell, but its whispers were frozen 
and silent. Absent were the feather-soft paw prints, usually left in the night, the stars 
glimmering against the velveteen black of night sky. Sleep, sleep, deep sleep, midnight 

passed hours reaching towards dawn, and night’s magician fast at work, without a sound, 
unseen, weaving the tapestry of the morning, dapple sunlight and a flutter across the 

room, a delicate symphony echoing in the canopy of trees, winged beauties flitting, twit-
tering with rapturous excitement, the raven has an announcement which she is declar-
ing on the highest branch of the aspen tree; the branches heard the news quite long ago, 

perhaps we are the last to know, springtime is here with its miraculous show.

Nicola Caccavale is originally from Chicago. She attended college in Heidelberg, Germany and loves to travel. When 
Nicola is not songwriting or poetry writing she is dancing or spending time in nature. She is excited to have her 

poetry published in Your Mountain Connection.
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WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY

Now is the time to plug into 
the Conifer Chamber and take 
advantage of the resources that 
are available to help grow your 
business. 

The Conifer Chamber has over 300 mem-
bers. Our members recognize the value of 
being a part of something bigger, an organi-

zation to help them connect with the community, 
to increase their visibility, to advocate for their 
business and to provide educational skill build-
ing opportunities. Becoming a Conifer Chamber 
member is a great opportunity to increase the 
reputation and reach of your business. 

During the month of March we recognize local 
businesses, organizations and individuals that 
make a difference in our chamber and our com-
munity. This past year has been a difficult one, 
but many chamber members stepped up to help! 
Our first task force team was the Mountain Area 
Economic Impact Team. This team of members 
jumped in to advocate for our community. We 
met weekly with our state and local representa-
tives. I want to highlight and thank those mem-
bers: Mark Major with Inglenook Energy, Mic 
Helms with My Computer WoRx, Bill Aubin with 
Optive Commercial Capital, Mindy Hansen with 
AlphaPixel Reach, Mark Spiroff with Conifer 
Radio, Jodi Dolph with Keller Williams Foothills 
Real Estate, Keith Odom with Wireless Planet, 
Davis Linden with Edward Jones, Betsy Hays 
with the Evergreen Chamber (at the time), and 
Matt Dambrosky with Chimney Doctors. This 
team of people was crucial to the success of our 
community and our businesses walking through 
the pandemic. These members made phone calls 
to countless businesses, offered classes on fund-
ing and how to pivot a business. They advocated 
for testing sites to be set up in our mountain 
community and for PPE supplies and ran a PPE 

drive, they sat on a countless number of Zoom 
calls talking about federal funding, advocating 
for funding from our county and then got on 
even more Zoom calls with other businesses to 
answer questions and guide businesses on the 
next steps. This team was AMAZING and I am so 
appreciative for their help and support. 

As things began to open up, the chamber 
pulled together another task force called the 
Relaunch Team. Creative juices were used as this 
team created opportunities to let the community 
know businesses were reopened, from step-by-
step guides on how to reopen safely to classes 
on updating your Google profile, as well as the 
Eat Local campaign to support local businesses 
and a Shop Local Gift Card push to support retail 
stores. We switched gears from planning our big 
community events like Elevation Celebration to 
creating events to encourage the community to 
get out and shop locally: The Summer Scavenger 
Hunt was launched in June, the Leaf Peeping 
campaign in September, the Holiday Gift Guide 
and Window Decorating competition for both 
businesses and residents, and most recently the 
Chocolate Walk. I have so much gratitude for this 
group of people and thank them for all their hard 
work. This team includes Karen Heydman with 
Keller Williams Foothills Real Estate, Jodi Dolph 
with Keller Williams Foothills Real Estate, Denise 
Bromberger with Image Marketing Specialists, 
Sharon Trilk from MyMountainTown.com, Julie 
Dikken with Macaroni Kid, and Mary Thuente 
with Conifer Physical Therapy. 

To all the Conifer Chamber members and our 
community members who bought gift cards, 
ordered take out, shopped locally whenever pos-
sible to support our local businesses — THANK 
YOU! I know there are so many who stepped up 
to help out wherever possible. THANK YOU! 
Melanie Swearengin
Executive Director
Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce

If you have any membership questions, or would like to find out more about  
becoming a member of this amazing group of businesses, do not hesitate to contact me,  

Melanie Swearengin, Executive Director, director@goConifer.com, 303-838-5711.  
Thank you for your continued support and thank you for shopping local!

CONIFER CHAMBER — JOIN OUR MONTHLY MEMBERSHIP MEETING 
FRIDAY APR 9, 2021  •  7:30 – 9 AM

This meeting welcomes chamber members, prospective members, and any of our neighbors 
interested in learning more about our business community and activities in the area! 
Our topic for the month of April will be “State of the Chamber.” Find out what was 

accomplished in the past year and learn about exciting things to come! 

Location: Woodlands  •  8884 US Highway 285, Morrison, CO 
Non-members: $10 for meeting only  •  $20 for meeting with pre-ordered breakfast burrito 

Members: $5 for meeting only  •  $10 for meeting with pre-ordered breakfast burrito 
Registration will close on April 7th. The in-person meeting has a limit of 50 attendees.  

If registration is full please register to attend virtually. 

Register in advance at GoConifer.com or contact the office at 303-838-5711

The Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce is dedicated to 
making our community the best it can be. We are here to 
support our local businesses and create opportunities for 

them to grow and get connected to our community.

www.goconifer.com

Ernie’s Mountain Bakery & Cafe, 
represented by Tina McCullough,  
has sweet and savory specialties sure to satisfy your 
craving. Visit the bakery located at 30403 Kings 
Valley Drive, Unit 105 in Conifer and treat yourself 
to an unforgettable homemade pastry, breakfast 
sandwich or decadent dessert.

303-816-2880

Colorado Furniture, located at 10853 US 
Highway 285 in Conifer, is represented by 
Stephanie Radke.  
From furniture to accessories and an in-house design 
center, their interior specialists can create the perfect 
custom look for your home. 

303-838-4669 
www.coloradofurniture.net

TuRNing Point Health & Wellness 
Transformations, Inc. is represented by 
Jacqui Angelo. 
TuRNing Point focuses on promoting a healthy 
lifestyle design for their clients, resulting in dramatic 
health and wellness transformations. Jacqui provides 
inclusive, holistic, and transformational health and 
wellness coaching, so that all individuals can live 
lives free of medications, surgical interventions, 
disease and life-limiting illness. 

720-807-8100 
www.turningpointhw.com

Conifer Chamber Ribbon Cuttings and News
COOKING CLASSES WITH…

 
“Food Named for its Inventor for $300, Please.” 

Part 2
BY FRANCESCA ARNIOTES

Last month we began our food name 
game. How did you do? Well, here’s 
the second part.

Q: What unusual French tart is named for two 
sisters?

A: Tarte Tatin is a caramelized apple dessert 
baked with a short pastry crust on top and then 
flipped upside down to serve. Stephanie (Fanny) 
and Caroline Tatin opened Hotel Tatin in 1894 in 
their town south of Paris. On the menu was their 
apple or pear tarte, named not by the sisters but 
by Maxim’s Restaurant in Paris who “borrowed” 
the recipe in the 1900s. Fanny had been making 
this innovative tarte for a decade before the hotel 
opened and while it was undoubtedly her devel-
opment, we are left with only charming stories of 
its invention — a mistake, forgetfulness, too much 
in a rush — and no sure answer to how it came 
about. A lot of the fun of food history is learning 
how many, maybe even most, of the creations in 
the kitchen are a result of accident, necessity or 
a process of experimentation combining heritage 
recipes and techniques, available ingredients and 
the particular talents of a cook or cooks. In the 
case of tarte Tatin, it’s a kind of deduction game 
based on some facts and some guesses that come 
from our own experience in the kitchen. We 
know there existed fruit cobbler, which of course 

is fruit placed in a dish, covered with pastry and 
baked. There existed a cooking device like a squat 
metal pail with a lid that had a raised rim. Called 
a “four de campagne,” it was used to create a sort 
of oven on a stovetop or above a fire, hot coals 
placed on top of the lid, contained by that rim, 
so that food cooked both from below and above. 
So was Fanny’s tart a cobbler to begin with? And 
did she casually notice that the apples on the 
bottom caramelized while baking and think that 
was cool so why not serve it with the caramelized 
apples up? Or did the crust burn one day and 
she needed to make it presentable to serve and 
so she flipped it upside down? We’ve been there! 
However it happened, the sisters recognized 
that they had a winner, shared it with thousands 
during their lifetime and while they never wrote 
a cookbook or even bothered to write their tarte 
recipe down, their name lives on.

Q: What all-American stadium staple was 
invented in Mexico?

A: Ignacio Anaya was the chef at The Victory 
Club, a restaurant frequented by US military 
wives in the Mexican border town of Piedras 
Negras. Chef Anaya was asked by one of his reg-
ular patrons to bring her and her friends some-
thing different to eat with their drinks. Going into 
the kitchen, he spied some freshly fried pieces of 
corn tortillas. He covered them with cheese and 
put them under the broiler. Then he topped them 
with some pickled jalapenos, brought them to 
the table and the ladies loved them. The snack 

was a keeper and needed a name. It was simple 
enough. Like Thomas is called “Tom” and James 
“Jim,” in Mexico if your name is Ignacio, you are 
called “Nacho.” “Nacho’s Special” was put on the 
menu, became wildly popular and quickly spread 
throughout the southwest US.

Q: James Henry Salisbury gave his name to:

a: an apple
b: a hamburger dish
c: a butter roll

The answer is B. Dr. Salisbury was an American 
chemist and physician whose career zenith was 
in making the case for diet as the determiner of 
human health. In 1888 he published The Relation 
of Alimentation and Diseases, in which he had 
determined that vegetables and grains in human 
diet couldn’t be properly digested but instead fer-
mented, causing acids, yeasts, and gases which 
led to inflammation, poor sleep, and digestive 
issues. Diseases ranging from heart and kidney 
disease, mental illness and tuberculosis were 
results of eating the wrong foods. His research 
took into consideration the number of carnivore 
teeth vs herbivore teeth we have, and the way our 
digestive system functions. He concluded that 
humans were omnivores designed to consume 
two parts meat to one part vegetables or grains, 
making his “Salisbury Diet” the first low-carb/no 
carb program. To restore lost health and vitality, 
the diet prescribed drinking 4 pints of very hot 
water each day and eating up to 2 pounds of lean 
ground beef steak each day, cooked in water only 

just until the meat changed color. Both the water 
and the meals were carefully timed. For healthy 
people wanting to avoid disease and aging the 
diet allowed, in addition to the 2 quarts of hot 
water, certain vegetables, grains and some fruits, 
carefully prepared without skins or seeds, and 
eaten only at certain times of day. His recipe for 
Salisbury steak was offered as an example of how 
pleasant his diet was: minced beef steak mixed 
with a little stale bread soaked in onion juice, 
loosely formed into a cake and broiled. Serve with 
salt and pepper, a bit of butter, lemon juice or a 
dab of mustard or horseradish, three times a day. 
I have not been able to find a recipe for Salisbury 
steak in any of my early 20th century cookbooks, 
but it was certainly all the rage in diners across 
the United States in the 1950s and 1960s, then 
notably served swimming in mushroom gravy 
with a side of mashed potatoes.

In lieu of a recipe to end this article, I leave 
you with an introduction to Elma Fraser Stuart, 
whom I met through Dr. Salisbury. If you’re the 
curious type who enjoys following leads on the 
internet, you’ll be surprised where she’ll take you. 
Meanwhile, don’t be afraid to make a mistake in 
the kitchen. Your name could be attached to the 
next big thing. 

 
Castles and Kitchens offers cooking experiences 
at their farmhouse kitchen in Conifer and at the 
1000-year-old farmhouse in Chianti. If you’d like 

to join them for either one, go to their website 
www.castlesandkitchens.com or contact Francesca 

or Tom at castlesandkitchens@gmail.com.

“Don’t be afraid to make a mistake in the kitchen.  
Your name could be attached to the next big thing.”

MARCH INTO MEMBERSHIP
BY MELANIE SWEARENGIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

“ To all the Conifer 
Chamber members 
and our community 
members who bought 
gift cards, ordered take 
out, shopped locally 
whenever possible 
to support our local 
businesses —  
THANK YOU! ”

We’re all 
in this 
TOGETHER.

BE KIND  
and help 
neighbors  
if you can.

PRACTICE 
PATIENCE.

CHECK IN  
with friends  
and family.

What makes

DIFFERENT?
$118,000 Donated  
to Local Nonprofits

Each month, Your  
Mountain Connection 

donates to a local nonprofit. 
It is our way of helping to 
build community. It also is 
our pleasure! We invite all 

caring businesses  
to advertise in our 

publication. Celebrate 
making a difference! It 

could be contagious!

CALL  
303-674-3701  
TO ADVERTISE
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Evergreen Chamber Ribbon Cuttings and News

WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY

Home Grown Roofing and Contracting 
Home Grown Roofing and Contracting has strong 
dedication to industry standards of quality, 
construction processes, problem solving, scheduling, 
safety, and client relationships for your roofing needs.

Adrian Oliver - Owner/ President 
Idledale, Colorado 80453 
(303) 317-7970 
homegrownroofingco.com

iTrip Vacations Denver 
Full service property management company that 
deals primarily in the short term rental market. We 
manage properties from Denver to Georgetown.

Bryan Looney - Owner 
27905 Meadow Dr Suite 5 
Evergreen , CO 80439 
(303) 835-0729 
itrip.net/Denver

Jefferson Center 
Mobile MAT program will provide access to MAT 
(Medication-Assisted Treatment) for treating opioid 
use disorders for people who are unable to get to a 
traditional brick-and-mortar treatment facility. In 
addition, it will help provide connections to Jefferson 
Center services including senior services, wellness 
services, and community outreach programs such as 
suicide prevention trainings and mental health first aid.

Jefferson Center 
4851 Independence St, Ste 240W 
Wheat Ridge, CO 80030 
jcmh.org/mobileservices

The Crystal Garden 
Crystal and Rock Shop with exquisite pieces for home 
interior/exterior as well as a multitude of quartz 
stones for collection or energy work.

Lele Archangeli/ General Manager 
27925 Hwy 74, Suite B 
Evergreen, CO 80439 
crystalgardenco.com

Flicker & Finch Salon and Boutique 
Hair salon and boutique specializing in haircuts and 
color for the entire family.  We also have a makeup 
artist and small boutique offering unique, trendy 
clothes, accessories, and candles.

Amy Jodie - Owner 
908 Nob Hill, Suite 1B 
Evergreen, CO 80439 
(214) 808-8603 
flickerandfinchsalon.com

For over 50 years the Evergreen Area 
Chamber of Commerce  

has proudly been serving the 
mountain community. Our mission 

is to grow the local economy by 
building business relationships, 
promoting the community and 

representing local concerns with  
our county government.

The Stone House  
1524 Belford Ct. ~ Evergreen, CO 80439  

EvergreenChamber.org

Spring into  
the Refreshed 

BY NANCY JUDGE

While we can still have large snowstorms, April 
brings in so many beautiful days that have us 
thinking of eating outside on patios and decks, 
going for long walks, and getting some yard work 
done after work.  

After a year of struggling to stay open or 
wondering if sales would offset costs, busi-
ness owners are beginning to breathe once 

again. As more continue to open, the Evergreen 
Chamber is also providing more opportunities 
to our membership to network. We have begun 
offering small group networking each month 
and will soon add evening mixers to our calen-
dar. We offer programming specific to younger 
professionals called NextGen Connects, and we 
are already looking forward to fun events for our 

membership and the community for the summer 
and beyond.

With all of these positives, we can add other 
important notables: Jefferson County School 
District is bringing all of our students back to the 
classrooms on April 5, they have announced that 
graduation ceremonies will happen in person 
in May, and the vaccine roll-out has gathered 
full steam. On that note, the Jefferson County 
Library is hosting a COVID vaccine Q & A on 
April 13th at 6pm. 

If you are looking to get back involved in the community, check out the Chamber  
and our community calendar on our website: www.evergreenchamber.org.

Jeff’ s favorites

Me and Bobby McGee 
BY KRIS KRISTOFFERSON

Busted flat in Baton Rouge,  
waitin’ for a train 

When I’s feelin’ near as faded as my jeans 
Bobby thumbed a diesel down  

just before it rained 
And rode us all the way into New Orleans 

I pulled my harpoon  
out of my dirty red bandana 

I’s playin’ soft while Bobby sang the blues 
Windshield wipers slappin’ time 
I’s holdin’ Bobby’s hand in mine 

We sang every song that driver knew

Freedom’s just another word  
for nothin’ left to lose 

Nothin’, it ain’t nothin’ honey, if it ain’t free 
And feelin’ good was easy, Lord,  

when he sang the blues 
Feelin’ good was good enough for me 

Good enough for me and my Bobby McGee

From the Kentucky coal mines  
to the California sun 

Yeah, Bobby shared the secrets of my soul 
Through all kinds of weather,  
through everything we done 

Yeah, Bobby baby kept me from the cold 
One day up near Salinas, Lord,  

I let him slip away 
He’s lookin’ for that home  

and I hope he finds it 
Well, I’d trade all my tomorrows  

for one single yesterday 
To be holdin’ Bobby’s body next to mine

Freedom’s just another word  
for nothin’ left to lose 

Nothin’, and that’s all that Bobby left me 
Well, feelin’ good was easy, Lord,  

when he sang the blues 
And feelin’ good was good enough for me 

Good enough for me and my Bobby McGee

Hey now Bobby now now  
Bobby McGee yeah 

Lo lo lo lolo lo lo laa,  
lololo lo lolo lo lolo lo lolo lo la laa 

Hey now Bobby now now  
Bobby McGee yeah Lord,  

I called him my lover,  
I called him my man 

I said I called him my lover,  
did the best I can 

Hey, hey, hey, Bobby McGee, Lord

Source: Musixmatch 
Songwriters: F. Foster / K. Kristofferson 

Me and Bobby McGee lyrics  
© Combine Music Corp.

Old Man 
BY NEIL YOUNG

Old man, look at my life 
I’m a lot like you were 

Old man, look at my life 
I’m a lot like you were

Old man, look at my life 
Twenty-four and there’s so much more 

Live alone in a paradise 
That makes me think of two

Love lost, such a cost 
Give me things that don’t get lost 
Like a coin that won’t get tossed 

Rolling home to you

Old man, take a look at my life,  

I’m a lot like you 
I need someone to love me  

the whole day through 
Ah, one look in my eyes  

and you can tell that’s true

Lullabies, look in your eyes 
Run around the same old town 
Doesn’t mean that much to me 

To mean that much to you

I’ve been first and last 
Look at how the time goes past 

But I’m all alone at last 
Rolling home to you

Old man, take a look at my life,  
I’m a lot like you 

I need someone to love me  
the whole day through 

Ah, one look in my eyes  
and you can tell that’s true

Old man, look at my life 
I’m a lot like you were 

Old man, look at my life 
I’m a lot like you were

Source: LyricFind 
Songwriters: Neil Young 

Old Man lyrics © Broken Fiddle Music

Your Mountain 
Connection paper has 
been a fixture in the 
foothills for over 25 
years.  Serving Evergreen, 
Conifer, Pine, Bailey, 
and the surrounding 
area, Your Mountain 
Connection has been 
bringing positive news 
and local advertising to 
the foothills mountain 
communities.

CALL 
303-674-3701

Grow with us! 
Advertise with

MOUNTAIN
C O N N E C T I O N

Your local source for  
“News on the Positive Side.”

THE OFFICIAL VISITOR AND 
COMMUNITY RESOURCE GUIDE

Guides on where to shop, eat, and stay, 
with a year-round calendar of events 

Directory of Chamber Members, and more! 
Hard copies of the Magazine are available  

at the Evergreen Chamber.

www.evergreenchamber.org

Basic Disc Golf (and Mountain Parks) Etiquette
BY GARY LOFFLER

During the last year disc golf has grown 
tremendously. After ten years of slow, 
constant growth, 2020 saw the number 

of players double. It is estimated that there were 
50 millions rounds of disc golf played last year. 
This massive increase in the number of new play-
ers is not without its pitfalls. Courses that were 
busy two years ago are now often overwhelmed. 
Mountain courses set in fairly fragile environ-
ments are dealing with people who are not famil-
iar with the terrain and etiquette for the area. So 
here are a few basic rules that apply to not only 
disc golf, but also hiking in mountain parks.

1. Pack it in, pack it out. Some courses will 
have garbage cans set out on some tee pads, but 
don’t count on it. Your best option is a reusable 
water bottle that attaches to your bag. If you do 
bring soda and snacks, take the empty containers 
out with you.

2. Dogs must be on leashes. (See below for fur-
ther commentary on leash laws.) In most cases 
dogs are welcome on disc golf courses. Leash 
rules may not be in effect at some private moun-
tain courses, but other courses may prohibit dogs 
altogether. If in doubt, leave your dog at home. 
Also consider the number of people on the 
course. During tournament play, dogs are typi-
cally not allowed, and during busy weekend days 
it is often best not to bring your dog. If you are 
planning on dining out after you play, it is best to 
leave your dog at home. Most restaurants do not 
allow dogs, and leaving your dog in the car is not 
an option during the summer in the mountains.

3. Clean up after your pet. If you do bring your 
dog, clean up after it and carry the refuse with 
you to the next garbage can. Wrapping the refuse 
up in a plastic bag and leaving it by the trail does 
not constitute cleaning up. Remember it is not 
just one dog, one time pooping by the side of the 
trail. Disc golf courses will see dozens of dogs 
a day, and hiking trails like the ones at Flying J 
Ranch will see even more.

4. No glass bottles. Discarded glass bottles can 
break and pose a threat to wildlife, dogs, and 
other people using the course or trail. Again the 
best option is to only use a refillable water bottle.

5.  Be respectful of other players. Disc golf 
has a strong social aspect, so it is normal to be 
talkative and animated on the course, but try to 
avoid disturbing other groups playing. Sound 
carries quite a ways in the mountains, so if you 
must bring along music use ear buds and not 
bluetooth speakers.

6. Out-of-bounds markers. There are a few rea-
sons for a course to have out of bounds. The most 
important is because the out of bounds marks 
the edge of the property. If you cross a prop-
erty line to retrieve a disc you may be trespass-
ing. A second reason for an out of bounds is to 
protect pedestrians on a trail, sidewalk or road. 
Be mindful of other park users, and if your disc 
is headed towards a person, yell “fore” to warn 
them. Finally a common use of out of bounds 
is to separate fairways. When retrieving an out-
of-bounds disc, stop at the boundary and find 
the other hole’s tee pad and verify that you are 
not interfering with someone’s play. If someone 
is playing that fairway, communicate with them 
before going in to get your disc.

Further notes on leash laws. The main purpose 
of a leash law is to allow you to keep your dog 
under control and safe and to not be a danger to 
other people, dogs or wildlife. Not everyone is 

comfortable with your dog running up to greet 
them. This is especially true with larger dogs. 
Not every dog is happy to see other dogs. Even 
if your dog is friendly towards other dogs, other 
dogs may not be. Keeping your dog on a leash 
allows you time to assess a situation and make a 
decision about whether or not to allow your dog 
to interact with other people or pets. Dogs love 
to run, and chasing something is the best form 
of running. It is not cute or funny when your 
dog chases a squirrel. This is a natural instinct for 
most dogs and normally harmless, but it is bad 
behavior because while the dog is chasing you do 
not have control over it. Deer will typically run 
from dogs, and if your dog chases a deer, it could 
run far enough away to get lost. Elk are typically 
going to stand their ground and if harassed by 
a dog will try to kill it. Moose are not common 
in the Evergreen area but are occasionally seen. 
These animals are aggressive. If your dog is off 
leash and spooks a moose, the dog is likely to 
run back to you possibly with a moose chasing it.

The bottom line is to consider whether you 
want to take your dog with you to the moun-
tains. If you do, ease them into it. Think about 
their normal exercise level and don’t let them 
overdo it. Be sure they are leash trained and not 
always straining against it. If you are planning 
on something besides just a round of disc golf 
or a hike in the woods, have a plan for your pet. 
Again, leaving your pet in the car in the moun-
tains during the warm months is never a good 
idea.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
April 1 – April 9
Center for the Arts Evergreen (CAE) is open! Go to evergre-
enarts.org to learn about our adjusted hours, NEW classes, and 
pandemic procedures. Center for the Arts is located at 31880 
Rocky Village Dr., Evergreen, CO 80439.

Center for the Arts Evergreen presents “Histordomestic-ity” 
with featured artists: Melissa Furness and Rian Kerrane. 
Melissa Furness and Rian Kerrane have been collaborating on 
installation works for the past seven years. The artists are aware 
of the parallels within each other’s work, as patterns, artifacts, and 
nature cross over and populate one another in a rich, symbolic, tex-
tured language. The combinations of Kerrane and Furness’ works 
seek to merge imagery with objects, projections and movement 
into complex layers of meaning. 10 am – 5 pm, Monday – Saturday 
at 31880 Rocky Village Dr. Evergreen CO 80439.

April 2
Evergreen Park & Recreation District’s annual Easter Egg Hunt 
will be held outside this year on Friday, April 2, starting at 4:15 
pm. New this year, this event will be held outdoors, so dress for 
the weather. Pick up eggs around Buchanan ponds and trails. Get 
a free bag of candy! Cost: $3/Family DR or $6/Family NDR. Pre-
registration is required at https://www.evergreenrecreation.
com/286/Easter-Egg-Hunt. Learn more by calling Buchanan 
Park Rec Center, 720-880-1100.

April 8
Defiant Requiem Screening and Discussion at 7 –8:30 pm 
(Zoom). Congregation Beth Evergreen (CBE) is delighted to bring 
this powerful film to our mountain community; the event is not 
only hosted at no cost to participants, but also includes an intro-
duction and post-screening discussion with founder and featured 
conductor Maestro Murry Sidlin. By honoring the defiance and 
bravery of the prisoners in the Theresienstadt Concentration 
Camp (Terezín) on Holocaust Remembrance Day, CBE seeks to 
inspire and facilitate a robust and generative local dialogue around 
human agency and the essential role of music and art in claim-
ing and reclaiming a spirit of shared humanity. Register at https://
www.bethevergreen.org/event/defiant-requiem-screening-discus-
sion.html

April 13 (English) 
April 15 (Spanish)

Presented by Jefferson County Public Health and Jefferson 
County Public Library. Is the vaccine safe? Why should I get 
the vaccine and when will it be my turn? Get insider information 
and answers to your questions from medical experts, community 
ambassadors, and people who have received the COVID-19 vac-
cine. Reserve on Zoom: bit.ly/3uvY6e2 or call 1-669-245-5252 or 
646-828-7666. Meeting ID: 161 045 6574 Passcode: 770593.

April 14
Women 2 Women Leads Group monthly meeting on the 2nd 
Wednesday of each month from 9 – 10:30 am to connect, learn, 
and create lasting relationships within our business community. 
Contact Kris Vallin at 303-653-1510 for more information. 
DUE TO COVID: We are currently meeting via Zoom to keep our 
members safe.

April 15
Next Gen Connects “The Power of Mentorships” from 5 – 6 pm. 
Join us to discuss finding and using a mentor for your professional 
growth. Register at evergreenchamber.org.

April 23 – May 21
Center for the Arts Evergreen (CAE) is open! Go to evergre-
enarts.org to learn about our adjusted hours, NEW classes, and 
pandemic procedures. Center for the Arts is located at 31880 
Rocky Village Dr., Evergreen, CO 80439.

Center for the Arts Evergreen presents Exhibition Featuring 
Mike Arzt and Pat Milberry. Mike Arzt kicked off his career 
working at Burton in the days when snowboarding was in its 
infancy. Arzt can be found dangling out of helicopters with his 
camera, shooting action shots for Warren Miller Entertainment 
or filming retrospectives for Air Stream. Mike met Pat Milberry, 
professional snowboarder turned street artist, when they were 
doing a live action shoot in Breckenridge. Over the years, Mike 
has photographed Pat in action on slopes throughout the world. 
This exhibition will feature Arzt’s photographing, Milberry’s street 
art, and collaborative pieces created by both artists. 10 am – 5 pm, 
Monday – Saturday at 31880 Rocky Village Dr. Evergreen CO 
80439.

April 28

April 28
Sips for Scholarships 6:30 – 7:30 pm in the comfort of your own 
home! Bootstraps Scholarships & Loans cordially invites you a 
food and wine pairing tasting to benefit Bootstraps, Inc. Bootstraps 
helps mountain-area graduating high school seniors pursue their 
educational dreams through scholarships and interest-free loans. 
The event will include a small appetizer platter and a bottle of 
either Petit Verdot or Viogner and a paddle raiser providing an 
opportunity to donate to Bootstraps. Food and wine pairings 
provided by Creekside Cellars will be delivered to your home by 
Bootstraps board members. Tickets are $120 per couple or $75 
for a single and can be purchased at bootstrapsinc.org. For 
more information contact 720-630-9338.

Jefferson County Community Resources 
It’s important that we come together as a Jeffco community to sup-
port one another as the response to COVID-19 continues. Jefferson 
County Human Services compiled a guide to community resources 
for those in need of assistance: https://www.jeffco.us/4019/Jeffco- 
Community-Resources. 
Other general community resources
Please continue to visit the Jefferson County Public Health website 
for the latest updates on COVID-19: https://www.jeffco.us/3999/ 
Coronavirus-Disease-2019-COVID-19.

Ovation West Performing Arts

We will update our programming and the status of Center Stage 
as we receive new information about the public health crisis. We 
appreciate donations to support our beautiful theatre and the 
Ovation West staff during this difficult time. Please go to ovation-
west.org to support us! Thank you!

StageDoor Theater

We hope you and your family are doing well, staying healthy and 
managing through this challenging time. Our hope is to return to 
serving our mountain community when it is safe to do so. We con-
tinue to explore how we can bring performing arts opportunities 
to our students, artists and patrons. Thank you for your continued 
support! stagedoortheatre.org.

The Venue Theatre Company

The Venue Theatre is bringing back LIVE SHOWS! With new 
COVID safety protocols in place, we are finally able to bring you 
two shows we were forced to cancel last spring: our high school 
company’s “Fiddler on the Roof” and our middle school company’s 
“Shrek the Musical.” Contact Alissa Skildheim at 303-888-4814 or 
alissa@comountainbroker.com to donate and show your support. 

If your group is no longer meeting, please let Your 
Mountain Connection know via Marty Hallberg 
(news@yourmtnconnection.com).

Submit your calendar events in MS 
Word format only to Your Mountain 

Connection via Marty Hallberg 
(news@yourmtnconnection.com). 

Calendar Events are published as 
space allows. Information must be 

received by the 10th of each month 
prior to the actual date of the event.

6949 Hwy. 73  •  Unit ME 3 
Evergreen, CO 80439  

303-356-8691 
HANMotoGear.com

April 5
Introduction to Leather workshop for several age groups. First class Mon. at 5:30 – 6:30 pm in Evergreen South, 6949 Hwy 73, Unit 
ME 3. Maximum 5 people, currently age group 11 – 15yrs, with social distancing protocols and wearing masks. Cost approx $30 includes 
leather bracelet. Pls RSVP or inquire  for more  details and other classes or times. 303-356-8691 Holly , bikerchic12@gmail.com.

April 25
Fun Steampunk goggle embellishing workshop Sun. 2 – 3 pm, Evergreen South, 6949 Hwy 73, Unit ME 3. Maximum 5 people, cur-
rently age  group 11 – 15yrs, with social distancing protocols and wearing masks. Cost approx $30 includes goggles and embellishments. 
Pls RSVP or inquire for more details and other classes or times. 303-356-8691 Holly and bikerchic12@gmail.com

HAN Motogear tm 

 tm 
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LANDSCAPE HAULING TREES

ROOFING AND EXTERIORS VACUUM SERVICE SUPPLIES

HEALTHCARE ADVISORS

PLUMBING AND HEATING

ATTORNEYARCHITECT

HANDYMAN REPAIRS

ACCOUNTANT

INSURANCE

PEST CONTROL

ADVERTISE WITH US

BATH REMODEL

WATER CONDITIONING

GET NOTICED WITH A  
BUSINESS SERVICES AD IN

YOUR MOUNTAIN 
CONNECTION!!

Only $55 a month 
(3 month minimum)

Contact Jeff Smith  
303-674-3701

B U S I N E S S  S E R V I C E S

$55/mo  3/mo minimum




